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Party Abruptly Ends When Gas Fills AD
BY CAROLINE MAGUIRE
News Editor

At about 2:15 AM Saturday, students rushed out of Alpha Delta Phi (AD) coughing,
wheezing and vomiting after
witnesses say gas was used on
the crowd.
Accounts of Saturday night
are varied. Stan Lucas, Assistant Director of Campus Safety,
was called over to the fraternity
party to investigate the situation. Lucas and others at the
scene said the substance used
was a self-defense spray. Brian
Kelly, Director of Campus
Safety,believes it was Oleoresin
Capsicum (Pepper Gas). The
gas is sold commercially, and is
issued to the Hartford Police
Department and Campus
Safety.
On the scene, the Campus
Safety officers' Pepper Gas was
checked to determine if the seal
had been broken. Campus
Safety has reported that the
officer's gas was unused.
The private Hartford Police Officers, rrirectf or the party,
were not technically supervised
by Campus Safety. Therefore,

Campus Safety was hesitant to
inspect the Hartford Police officers, at whom many students
have subsequently pointed the
finger. One Hartford Officer,
Michael Dicile claimed not to be
carrying the spray. The other
policemen, Lawrence Yohe, was
checked and reported not to
have fired the spray. However,
even these investigations remain unclear.
A Hartford Police Officer,
who wished to remain anonymous, said "They're issued it
(Pepper Gas)... they should be
carrying it at all times." This
made the unnamed officer,
skeptical about the reports that
one officer was not carrying his
spray.
Some facts remain undisputed. Popa Chubby, the band
playing at AD Saturday night,
had finished playingby the time
the party began breaking up.
The Hartford Police began yelling for students to leave the
party, which had run over the
legal deadline for the party's
closing.
David Rhodes, a member •
of Alpha Delta Phi, gave accounts of the Hartford Police as

ALICE YAKADA

The Alpha Delta Phi House, which was cleared after gas filled the building.
beingbelligerent and impatient dreds of students who attended attended the party all reported
to get the dwindling students the bands. By all accounts, the similar symptoms. They sufout of the fraternity house. Hartford Police became eager to fered from nausea, dizziness,
Other students also termed the get everyone out after the 2:15 and wheezing. The OC spray
used by the Hartford police is
Hartford Police's behavior as AM deadline.
"rude arid uncalled for."
"Two minutes later, every- less potent than that sold on the
Rhodes said the remain- one started coughing and gag- open market.
Kelly characterized the gas
ing crowd of approximately ging," Rhodes said.
fifty students was nothing in
Though the chronology of as "potent in terms of velocity."
please turn to page 4
comparison to the initial hun- events is not clear, students who

Campus Shuttle To Forum On Urban Education
Expand Its Services Held At Austin Arts Center
BY SHARA ABRAHAM
News Writer
In response to student demands, campus safety has begun to make plans to modify
and expand the current offcampus shuttle system. The
changes would apply to both
the culture shuttle that transports students to and from the
downtown area, and the regular off-campus shuttle, which
runs around the college and
makes stops atoff-campusresidences and local stores.
Last year, the idea of a
culture shuttle was developed
to provide Trinity students
with transportation to and
from the downtown area. In
past years, the shuttle has provided free transportation to
students with internships or
jobs downtown.
The culture shuttle was
shut down this past fall due to
a declineinitsiise. The culture
shuttle also proved to be a financial burden. The cost of

running the shuttle was a relatively unwise expenditure of
resources because of the cost of
hired professional drivers.
Brian Kelly, director of
campus safety, attributes the
failure of the defunct culture
shuttle to the fixed time schedule that the shuttle adhered to.
The times that the shuttle ran
to and from Trinity's campus.
An ad-hoc Transportation
Committee has been formed to
address the changes which are
being considered to accommodate students' transportation
needs. Thecominittee, chaired
by Kelly, will once again apply
to anyone in the Trinity community who needs an off-campus ride. Among the changes
being considered would be an
expansion in the hours of operation. The new shuttle will
run from 8 AM to 8 PM.
The new culture shuttle
will run more like a cab service.
Kelly ensures that the new sysplease turn to page 4

BY K. MICHAEL DERBY
News Editor

Over the past decade,
Hartford has been forced to respond to many changes in its
social, economic, and educational structures. Answers to
these shifts in direction took
center stage on January 27th
when Connecticut educators,
administrators, and concerned
citizens held a summit on school
readiness in the Austin Art's
Center.
In seeking to implement
the first established goal created by President Bush and the
fifty governors in 1990 that "all
children must enter school
ready to learn," the participants
listened to possible solutions to
help revive urban schools. The
crowd included leaders from
the business community, education-oriented groups, the
state and the national governments, and academic institutions.
A number of participants

called for closer ties between big
business and the educational system. Dr. James J. Renier, the
former CEO of Honeywell, Inc.,
stressed his experience in Minneapolis where Honeywell
worked closely with the public
schools.
Renier commented that the
business no longer saw public

education as an academic institution but as a "hopeless, endless bureaucratic nightmare"
concerned with pushing a "social agenda" instead of traditional academic values. Renier
pointed out that with the aid of
Honeywell and other localbusinesses, the number of teen mothplease turn to page 6

The Urban Conference last week drew educators
from around the country.
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Student Puts Late Night
Problem Into Perspective

Wasted Breath

past Eight-Man. Wasn't Eight-Man abolished last year due to noise complaints???
After all, if quietness is really what
Upon my return from Winter Break,
I was greatly distressed to read of the students are striving for, why are there
college's ban on late night parties. My always so many vacancies in the quiet
feelings of angst were not spurred by the dorm? Every year at the housing lottery,
fact that I would no longer be able to High Rise, known to be one of the loudobtain free beer in the wee hours of the est dorms on campus, is the first to be
night in fraternity basements. I am more filled, while Funston is always the last.
angered by the restraint the college is Obviously Trinity students do nothave a
placing on my social freedom and the great desire to be in a "non-noisy, nonrowdy" environment.
illogical reasoning behind the ban.
From reading the Tripod article , I
was under the impression that the ban
I hate to bring the adminiswas made in an effort to decrease violence and rowdy behavior, and to foster tration of Trinity College
a quieter, more studious academic atmo- back to reality, but whether
sphere. I do not feel that late night is the
they like it or not, drunken
source of Trinity's problems.
I hate to bring the administration behavior is drunken behavof Trinity College back to reality, but
whether they like it or not, drunken be- ior.
havior is drunken behavior. If the ban
on late night parties is an attempt to cut
So, if the Dean of Students really
back on violence, there is some serious wants to move towards a school that is
disillusionment taking place here.
less violent, more peaceful, and most
Fights are alcohol related, not frater- importantly, more academic, I ask one
nity related. Whether they begin in the simple question: Why does the Trinity
basement of Psi-U, gathered around a College Library close at 1 AM on weekbeer-ball in Stowe basement, or hanging days and at l^AMonweekends?? Why
outby the dart boards at the Tap, drunken not keep the library open later for stufights and rowdy behavior will continue dents who choose to study and are supposedly being disturbed by "late-night
as long as alcohol is imbibed.
Even college-sponsored events held partiers"?
in the Washington room have been
I propose a solution to this entire
known to witness a few punches being situation. Those who choose to party can
thrown, but has that been grounds to congregate at the fraternities, those who
eradicate TCAC??
wish to study can inhabit the library, and
To ban late nights will unjustly force those who want to sleep should simply
the rowdy, inebriated post-View soiree stay home.
to infringe upon the peace of the "ResiBasically, the administration's padence Halls".
thetic excuses as to why late night has
- Need one. remind the administra- been banned are simply an attempt to
tion that, as the name indicates, a dorm is tame and control the social lives of the
a place to reside peacefully? My humble student body.
dwelling hasbeen mosf peaceful on weekA fraternity is denned in Webster's
end nights, when those engaging in de- Dictionary as "a group of people forbauchery are pursuing their goals else- mally organized for a common purpose,
where.
interest, or pleasure."
The majority of dorms on campus
So, if the fraternity's choice is to
are unaffected by noise from a fraternity formally organize with an interest in
on Vernon St. Let's just imagine this drinking after 2 a.m. for pleasure,
post- "late night ban" scenario: students shouldn't that be its right?
decide to gather and have a party in, say,
Upon enrollment at Trinity, I was
The Jackson-Wheaton-Smith complex. seeking educators, not baby-sitters. TrinHmmm... suddenly Funston just isn't ity needs to realize that their business is
such a quiet dorm anymore.
to educate us, and it is our business how
Or maybe the homemade late night we conduct our social lives.
is taking place in Cook Dorm. Interestingly enough, this is a suspicious reSincerely,
minder of a ghost of Trinity's rebellious
Lydia A. Finch '97
To the Editor:

he Student Government Association has once again has
proven itself incompetent, impotent, and irresponsible.
The January 30th meeting was spent deciding not to impeach.
SGA member Shaakirrah Sanders for misconduct during the recently held elections. Never mind the fact that everyone agreed she
was at fault. Never mind the fact that she admitted to the wrong
doing. Never mind the fact that Jim Moodie, Vice President of
Finance, not only explained exactly how she violated multiple
sections of the SGA Constitution, but also that the SGA had kicked
people out for "much less" in the past. He, along with a majority of
other senators, voted to do nothing. Why not never mind the whole
evening?
The specifics of Shaakirrah's case are not important except that
they point to a larger problem of irresponsibility in the SGA.
Senators openly admitted (almost with pride) that the SGA "doesrt-1
always follow the rules; not everyone reads the constitution."
But, I mean, why do they need to? These are only the people who
stand between us (the Students) and them (the Administration).
These are the people that are supposed to fight for "our voice." A
voice that wants to be able to party past 2:00 AM. A voice that wants
to allow responsible adults to have kegs of alcohol. A voice that has
been crying for more social alternatives. A voice that has begged for
better food on campus. Yes—pretty much a voice that hasn't been
listened to.
Instead, "our voice" is wasted arguing over whether it is actually the responsibility of student governors to know the specifics of
election procedures. Who cares? Exactly.
Folks, much lip service is paid to the fact that the Administration
doesn't listen to the Student Body. I think it is more accurate to say
that the people we've chosen to pass the message along are caught
in their own little game of telephone. Until SGA can get over its own
internal games, "our voice" will remain unheard.
M.B.P. i

Matthew B. Prince '96

Justin M. VanEtten'96
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Does New First Year Program Hinder Goals Of College?
BY ELIZABETH PERRY
Opinion Editor

As the spring semester gets underway, plans are being finalized for a new
and improved freshmenprogram. Comments are flying about how Trinity needs
to become more academic and less social. School work and intellectual stimulation should be integrated both in and
out of the classroom, to create a scholastic environment for students to thrive in.
The faculty apparently feel that the
best place to begin this new face of Trinity is with the incoming class of'99, who
will soon to become the leaders of this
academic institution. Although the goal
administrators are striving for is a worthy one, their methods for achieving it
are weak.
The new freshman experience
does not fit my ideas of what coming to
college is all about. As a member of the
class of '98, the expectations and hopes I
had when I matriculated at Trinity are
still fresh in my mind.
I wanted to meet as many new
people as possible, and hoped that they
would be from different states and countries andhave different backgrounds than
me. I planned to explore interests that I
didn't know I had, as well as see the
entire campus and discover all its offerings.
As the year has progressed, I have
succeeded in fulfilling these aspirations.

Housing classmates from freshman seminars together, however, will prevent
much of this interaction and discovery
from happening.
Each student will not only spend
four hours a jwsek in class with these
same fifteen or twenty people, but will
spend the rest of the day with them as
well as they live, work and socialize in
the dorm. The ISP and guided studies
students will be stuck together for even
longer because their programs last two
years. In addition, this closely connected
group of people will have many of the
same interests, as they all chose their
seminar presumably because they liked
the topic.
It is possible to make close friendships with the other students in one's
freshman seminar despite living in separate dorms. At the same time, additional
relationships can be started in the dorms
between those living there. This way,
students canmeet both people withsimilar interests to their own, as well as people
who are involved in different things.
The main goal in putting students
together is to have them bring classroom
discussion into their living space, and to
give them an easy opportunity to work
on projects and assignments together.
There are two problems with this
concept. The first is that the freshman
seminars consist of reading and writing
papers, activities on which students can
not collaborate. Secondly, Trinity is a

Motives Behind Voting Questioned
To the Editor:
Wereyou as surprised aslwas?
We had to wait in line to vote. Let me
repeatthat. Today, weh&d'-owaU inline
to vote. For SGA. Wasn't it wonderful?
Almost everybody knows that voting in the SGA elections has never been
a favorite pastime of-Trinity students.
After every election you will hear
the usual rounds of people bemoaning
the apparent "apathy" of the student
body, the occasional startled " there was
an election" expression and the all too
common feeling that J'I just didn't have
the time." Certain SGA officials will
wear the resigned looks of people who

Not that students must
vote, but it is indeed a sad
day when the residents of
Trinity College no longer
respect the democratic
process enough to make
their mark upon the Stuj dent Government.
s

I spent the past two weeks preparing for
! a truly all campus event that 3/4 th's of
us never even noticed happening. And
the administration will just smile and
maintain thuir i mpression that we really
I don't seem care about what happens
with our school.
But today, we had to wait in Jina to
vote. The secret was the colorful little '
boxes. The neo-artistic, pseudo modern
art, neon-flore&cent (and altogether
gaudy) cardboard boxes containing: 1
Power Bar, 3 Pop Tarts, 1 NutRageous, 1
BarNone, 1 Gummi Savers and 5 assorted advertisements.
These boxes were given in bulk to
the SGA as product promotion, and had
been taking up space until some ingenious SGAofficialsdecided to give them
away at the next election.
Absolutely brilliant. The same
gaudiness which made these boxes an
eyesore was also inadvertently attracting attention. People we.re voting just so
that they could get one of these chromatically repugnant little packets of
goodies.

Visibility was a key factor here;
you couldn't miss the students carrying
them around Mather or the numerous
boxes piled up high upon the voting
table. It probably also helped that the
words "FREE" and "SNACK" were
highly visible.
Now, ready for this? 723 people
voted this election. Just for comparison,
in the highly publicized "keg" referendum of '94, mere were about 750 voters,
a record turnout in comparison to the
usual 300-400. 723 votes, on an issue
with less advertising and less immediate concern to the majority of the student body.
So were we bribed? Did the SGA
buy our votes? Should our moral sensibilities cry .out in protest, in outrage
against some diabolical plot by the inner cabal of the student government?
Probably not.
Now, we all know that nobody
voted just to get the snack packs. We
voted because it is both our duty as
students of Trinity College and ourprivilege as members of a representative
democracy to elect qualified individuals to our student government.
But...well, a little more incentive
never hurts. Sometimes it takes somethingoutof the ordinary to make people
sit up and take notice of what is important. Something a little off the wall, or
tinged with a faint aura of illegitimacy
to make us again recognize what we
should be doing.
Not that students must vote, but it
is indeed a sad day when the residents
of Trinity College no longer respect the
demoLraticprocess enough to make their
mark upon the Student Government.
People know that it shouldn't take a box
of pop tarts to provide incentive to vote.
But it can't hurt.
Kudos to the SGA officials who
decided to give out those gaudy snack
packs, you got vour voters, And kudos
to those of you who would have voted,
even without your pop tarts.
As for the rest of us, maybe next
time we'll go out and vo te without having tobebribed. Now that we'rebackin
the habit and all. Today we had to wait
in line to vote. Wasn't it wonderful?
Sincerely,
Geoffrey C. Zatkin '95

small campus. It is not difficult for
someone to walk from Jones to Elton to
work on a homework assignment. Even
North is only a shuttle ride away.
Not only would going to other
dorms allow students to see other parts
of the campus and get a feel for what
other dorms have to offer, but students
would have the opportunity to meet
people they might not have met otherwise.
An academic atmosphere is important, but it is also important for students
to have time away from school to develop other interests in their lives. The
dorm should be a place where students
can feel free to relax and socialize, as well
as study.
The idea of having classrooms in the
dorms is neither good nor bad. It is
inconsequential where a class meeting
takes place. It is the content of the instruction that is important. I do not think
simply having a class in a dorm is going
to make it more academic or studious.
The idea of having mentors as well
as RAs in the dorm is, again, an unnecessary measure. I don't think it is particularly a bad idea, but the RAs themselves
serve as mentors. .
Having additional RAs in the dorms,
perhaps with more training, would be
sufficient. They could then serve to help
students in many areas aside from academics, including emotional issues and
questions about the College.

The one part of the program that
does seem to make sense and genuinely
promote a broadly academic environment is the idea of faculty associates for
the dorms.
One of the most important aspects
of a college education is the faculty and it
is always helpful for students to get to
get to know them personally.
By bringing faculty members into
the dorms, students will come to know
professors on a more personal level. In
addition, they will be able to get information about departments they may not
have considered, or talk to the professors
in the departments they are interested in.
Overall, the new freshman program
seems to counter all the things I feel are
important when coming to a college. I
want to see diversity, new ideas, different perspectives and as many people as
possible. Instead, this new plan seems to
promote small, same-interest groups.
The College should encourage students to learn from each other. If something thought provoking comes up in
one of their individual classes, they can
then share it with their friends. This way
classes are not limited only to the students who take them.
Intellectual discussion can continue
outside the classroom, as long as students remain interested and enthusiastic. Knowledgeissomethingtobe shared,
not limited to members of an exclusive
group.

Senior Rallys Campus To
Confront Administration

To the Editor:

We cannot know for certain whether
the events were the result of preconcert
or not: the decision on fraternities, to ban
kegs in dormitories, to demand the cessation of 'late nights,' midday parties,
and a host of other decisions concerning
academic requirements. We do know
and can be certain, though, that the character and shape of our lives was changed
quietly, consciously and in our absence.
And we know well that "when we
see a lot of framed timbers, different
portions of which we know have been
gotten in different times and places by
different workmen"—David, Alfred, and
Tom, for instance—"and we see these
timbers joined together, and see they
exactly make the frame of a house or a
milL.the differentpieces adapted exactly
to their specific places, and not a piece
too many or too few, not omitting even
the scaffolding"
In a case such as this we find it
impossible not to believe that David and
Alfred and Tom all knew well from the
beginning, as well as we see now, and all
worked upon a common plan or draft
drawn upbefore the first blow was struck.
Friends, what shall be the next timber? Perhaps the astounding stupidity of
the (recently rejected) proposal to demand that each incoming student purchase a computer is an indication. A dry
campus? Mandatory curfew? Speech
codes? Laugh7 or consider it possible:

Future Alumnus
Discovers Error
To the Editor:
Whether or not the staff of The Tripod agreed with the conclusions of Mr.
Karl Koenig (Letters, p. 3, 24 January
1995), impugning his jnasculinity was
hardly appropriate. The correct term for
a male graduate is alumnus, rather than
alumna.
Respectfully,
Nathan Marinoff '95

such a decision is probably coming. I ask
you honestly, "What five years ago was
unthinkable? What five years ago was
impossible?"
The Trinity student community
shoulddeceiveitself no longer. Our cause
has been unfaithfully and sinisterly undermined by the people who convinced
us that they are our friends. They are not
our friends. Quite the opposite: they are
our common danger.
Our fire has been consistently and
purposefully reflected and redirected
back at us; and, we, in turn, have unknowingly descended into ugly fratricide: pro-fraternity versus anti-fraternity,
minority students versus a white majority, gay versus straight, man versus
woman. We have forsworn to kill one
another.
All the while a board of trustees, an
administration, perhaps an entire generation, has floated above us. They
emerge from hibernation but once a year
under cover of darkness in the cold, abandoned winter to dictate and determine
lives by decree. The rest of the year they
float and curse their fathers and their
children.
Enough! True, we consist of
"strange, discordant, and even hostile
elements" but we have come to speak
with one angry and discontented \'oice.
If this is not yet the case, it must sorai
come to be so. We must recognize and
forcefully meet that which consciously
divides us, that which genuinely opposes
us. Our cause must be stolen; its failure
mustbe our's. But we must firstbegin the
forgetting, a new kind of striving.
We must act before the final timber
is set, before no one remains to stand and
object. We must begin to will our demands into reality before the game is up.
Sincerely,
Thomas J. Catlaw '95

WRITE A LETTER
TO THE EDITOR
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AD Party Gased
Jast year in which an unidentified student released the gas
has left Kelly suspicious of this
incident, leading Kelly to wonder about another possibility
for the occurrences Saturday
night.
During the Cave incident
last year, the crowd was affected similarly by a self-de-

continued from page I

The gas is further described in
a pamphlet for OC, saying, "A
one second burst in the face
will dilate the capillaries of the
eyes causing temporary blindness and causing the mucous
membranes to swell. Causing
the breathing to become rapid
and the resulting, in some ex

They suffered pom nausea, dizziness, and
wheezing. A student may perhaps, have been
responsible for the gassing Saturday, Kelly
believes.
! reme cases, in collapse." Poiice said vomiting could be
caused by a combination of the
gas and alcohol.
A pamphlet on self- delense characterizes OC gas as
being effective on "drunks,
drug users, and psychorics."
The person spraying the gas
may create a wall by spraying
an "x" which willprevent them
from being effected by the gas.
An incident in the Cave

fense-gas. A student may perhaps, Kelly believes, have been
responsible for the gassing Saturday,
Similarly .to the shake up
on Saturday, the perpetrator
was not found. The Dean of
^Students' Office intends to investigate further until a definitive conclusion can be reached.
"While everyone has their
suspicions, right now there is
no hard evidence," Kellv saui.

NEWS BRIEFS
Locker Rooms Break In
The swim team locker room has been broken in twice this
past week. The first time was between the 21st and the between
the 28th and the 30th. Campus Safety Director Brian Kelley calls
this a 'Ireal problem for us all year" but another camera was
added in Ferris to help prevent the problem.

History Major Changed
The History Department changed its standards this week.
History majors will be required to enroll in a research seminar
or write a senior thesis. The General Knowledge Test which was
an alternative to the thesis, will no longer be an option.

CTW System to be Replaced
The CTW system, which offers the college library connections to Connecticut College and Wesleyan University, will be
changed over the summer. The current system, NOTIS, has
grown obsolete but its cost still continues to grow. The new
system will be the Unicorn Collection Management System.
Unicorn features more access from disks and from documents.

Vandalism on Campus
At 2:00 AM on Tuesday January 25th, two students attempted to damage a call box on the Lower Long Walk. After
failing to do so, the students then pulled the call box and was
apprehended by Campus Safety. They have been identified and
this incident was reported to the Dean of Student's Office. At
approximately the same time that night a Campus Safety car's
attenena was broken.

Allen Place Crime Wave
Allen Place was plagued by a series of crimes this weekend.
Lockwood was broken into Friday afternoon. The front door
was pried open and over 100 CDs, a Discman, a Sony CD player,
and some speakers were stolen. On Saturday, two men broke
windows at 135 Allen Place, which is next to Lockwood. After
fleeing the scene, they ran into a neighbor's backyard and stole
his gold chain. The suspects were apprehended-in the.graveyard on Allen Place and are being held by Hartford police. They
are being charged with attempted burglary and second degree
robbery.

Alumni on Campus
The alumni representatives were on campus this weekend
for seminars on alumni giving. Since the college relies on
alumni donations for 27 percent of the over all budget, alumni
giving is crucial. The seminars were designed to educate the
class representatives about alumni giving strategies.
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Quayle Speaks About '96 Race
BY K. MICHAEL DERBY
News Editor

Last Saturday, the Bushnell
hosted the latest installment of
the Connecticut Forum, a series
of speeches and debates featuring a number of public figures.
Saturday's presentation of
five famous political leaders discussed "The Legal System on
Trial." Featured speakers were
President Clinton's lawyer, Robert S. Bennet; Lard Ganier, an
appointee the Clinton administration discarded due to her controversial views; former Reagan
Attorney General Ed Meese;
political activist Ralph Nader;
and former Vice President Dan
Quayle. The panel discussed a
number of topics including why
the American publicis disgusted
with lawyers.
Quayle was recently hospitalized after doctors detected
blood clots in his lungs. Following this, doctors removed
Quayle's appendix which led to
rumors that the former vice
president would not seek the
Republican presidential nomi-

nation in 1996. Quayle assured
the local media that this is not
the case.
"I'm tested, rested and
ready to go," Quayle said.
Quayle looks to formally
announce his candidacy on

candidate with a firm national
base.
"I've got the experience;
I've been there," Quayle said.
While Quayle does have a
national reputation, the former
vicepresident continues to fight

Quayle looks to formally announce his
canidacy on Tuesday, February 21st, three
days before Texas Senator Phil Gramm
launches his campaign.
Tuesday, February 21st, three
days before Texas Senator Phil
Gramm launches his campaign.
Senate Majority Leader Bob Dole
and former Tennessee Governor and Education Secretary
Lamar Alexander are also likely
to declare their candidacies as
well in the next few months.
Other possible candidates
are Senator Arlen Specter of
Pennsylvania, Massachusetts
Governor William Weld, Pat
Buchanan, and California Governor Pete Wilson. Quayle believes that, with the exception of
Senator Dole, he is the only

the negative reputation he carries. While he admits that he is
prone to gaffs when speaking in
public, Quayle firmly denies he
is the blundering idiot the media makes him out to be.
As he looks to the coming
campaign, Quayle remains confident he can redeem his image
with voters.
"The people of America will
get to know who the real Dan
Quayle is," Quayle said.
Quayle intends to spend
time in importantprimary states
such as Iowa and New Hampshire.

Shuttle Services To Be Expanded
continued from page 1

tern will be more user-friendly.
Drivers will have to respond to
student calls within fifteen minutes. If one driver can not pick
up a student within the desired
time slot, another driver will be
provided.
The committee met on Friday, January 27th, and will meet
again to elarify changes to be
made. Kelly assures that
progress is slow only because
of expenses.
Currently, there is an alter-

nate, though temporary, means
of transportation into downtown Hartford. Student Life Resources, under the guidance of
Beth Egan, provides vouchers
for livery services to students in
need of rides to internships or
jobs.
Students are given enough
vpuchers to cover the number of
rides needed.
Campus Safety wants to
expand the current off-campus
shuttle. The shuttle runs in a
square route covering Washing-

ton Street, New Britain Avenue
and Allen Place down to Hillside Avenue. The off-campus
shuttle makes stops at a number
of places including off-campus
residences, Chuckie's, Trinity
Plaza, McDonald's, the View,
the Tap, the package store, and
CVS.
The off-campus shuttle
would most likely exfend^fe
route eight blocks in each direction so as to reach Maple Avenue, Capitol Avenue and the
end of Fairfield Avenue.

You set high goals for yourself and your
career. You want to be challenged and
involved from your very first day. You want to
work for an established and thriving company.
One might even say you're an entrepreneur.
As the leading PC network and systems integrator and an employee owned company, ENTEX
Information Services, has the answer to all your
dreams. As we continue to build on our success
and prestigious client base which already
surpasses one million systems, the demand for
bright, motivated, service oriented people
increases. So we're looking for students like you
to join us as

Account Manager
Trainees
These positions involve a comprehensive training program which would acquaint you with all
aspects of branch/administrative operations,
marketing support and product lines. After
training, you would be prepared for managing
and marketing computer systems, value-added
services and network solutions to new and
existing corporate accounts. Your degree,
energy level and communication skills will qualify you, however some computer skills and/or
experience with sales, marketing, fund raising
or equivalent leadership in extra auricular activities is strongly desired.
If you are interested in exploring a career with
us, please forward a resume to:
Office of Career Counseling
Candidates who dearly meet our criteria will be
contacted to arrange an on<ampus interview.
An Equal Opportunity Employer M/F/D/V .
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President Platt- Interviewed About SGA's Future
BY K MICHAEL DERBY

News Editor

:

On Monday, January 30/
the SGA convened for its first
meeting of the semester. Rumors
circulated that SGA President
Liz Platt Would resign if
Shaakirrah Sanders was not impeached, Sanders was accused
of tampering with the recent
election but she triumphed with
a sizable majority voting against
her impeachment. Despite this,
Plattheld onto her office. Ayear
ago, Platt won the vice presidency of the SGA and won the
presidency of that organization
later that semester. As president,
Platt has been attacked as an
ineffective leader and praised
for holding together SGA. After
the meeting, Platt met with K.
Michael Derby, a Tripod news
editor, as well as a former political rival, to discuss her presidency and the future of the organization she still leads.
Derby: What do you think
of your experience as SGA president this year ?
Platt: The only way I can
putitisthatitisnotgoodorbad.
It's been a learning experience. I
always wonder if it is worth it. I
came in knowing little of the
office and I've tried to find a
voice, but having no voice lets
others have no voice. I ran for
SGA offices because I was dif-

ferent. I'm not politically oriented andinbeing different from
a lot of past SGA members I
thought I could make SGA different. But there's still so much
red tape and precedent. If you'
want to do the job right you
have to work 24 hours a day.
Most people don't think you're
doing the job right.
Derby: What do you think
of the high number of resignations from SGA this year ?
Platt: There have been
members that I accepted their
resignations with great regret.
These made me question what
SGA and I were doing-or not
doing. I love Trinity. Trinity students deserve to be listened to.
They need a body for their voice
to be heard and I'm trying hard
for the SGA to be that body.
Derby: Are you succeeding
in making the SGA that voice ?
Platt It's like taking a step
forward and then taking a step
back. Some days I'd answer yes
to this question, other days I'd
say no. When I got a call earlier
this week concerning possible
election fraud, I listened to a
student who told me that he had
not voted for a long time. After
years of frustration, he finally
felt the SGA was doing something. When he saw someone
breaking the rules, he felt that

he had to call. He cared enough
to call despite having been frustrated with us. Moments like
this makes it all worth it. There
are still moments when I feel
like there is nothing I can do.
But maybe there is nothing one
person can do. Getting back to
the resignations, a lot of schedule conflicts forced members to
resign. However, we have had
some big losses-Jason Cincotti,
Justin Van Etten, Don Hevner,
and Aaron Jacobs for example.
Derby: Speaking about resignations, there have been rumors that you were considering
resigning as the president of
SGA. Are these rumors true ?
Platt: I was seriously considering resigning. I would not
resign out of lack of dedication
or time. I woukfresign because
I do not know if I can do what I
set out to do. People have been
coming up to me and telling me
not to resign since those rumors
began to fly. I'll do what I can till
May 21.
Derby: What do you seek to
do with the SGA until then ?
PlatfclwanttoworkonSGA
and make it do what it is supposed to do. We have to make
well informed, thought out recommendations. I want us to hear
students and not forget that we
are students too. The SGA for-

gets this a lot. I want to make
Trinity a place where students
can like the school again. I think
we can do this with their help.
All ideas presented to me, I've
thought about. For example,
someone suggested we do something for the Super Bowl. The
SGA helped with the raffle, the
popcorn, the event in general.
The twenty-fifth anniversary of
coeducation is coming up. Originally, only faculty was on the
co-education anniversary committee. But who was affected
the most by co-education ? The
student body. We put students
on that committee and we're
even having a celebration on
February 10th. We're putting
more students on other committees as well. We're putting

more and more students on
boards deciding the penalties of
other students. I want this to
continue. I want people to come
up to me, give me their ideas,
and help us get some results.
Derby: Anything else you'd
like to add ?
Platt: I want students to hear
what we have to say and help us
know what to do. It's not my job
to do it on my own.
Derby: And you're not resigning ?
Platt: As of right now I remain the SGA president.
Derby: Thank you.

Student Government Association

Election Results:
Chris Bonny
Jorge Castro
Jason Chung
Margaret Devlin
Chris Gauthier
Brian Gendron
Terry James
Rebecca Lamb

Monique Lee
JonathonLenzner
PeterMangione
Carolyn Merrit
Anna Norland
Kirk Prieb
Kate Smith
Ryan Thomas

SEN

Friday, February 3rd
7:30 PM - Ferris Field House
No Drinking
No Smoking
No Bags Allowed

Tickets on sale in Mather Lobby
Monday-Friday 11:15 A M - 1:15 PM
Monday - Thursday 5:15 PM - 7:15 PM
$ 10 for Trinity Students
$20 for Guests

Limited Guest Tickets Available!

(Only One Guest Ticket Per Student)
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Marriott To Make Improvements By Adding Fun To Food
BY CAROLINE MAGUIRE
News Editor

Super Bowl watchers in
the Cave, on Sunday, received
free hats and pretzels as part of
festivities sponsored by Marriott
Food Service, the Student Government Association and the
Dean of Students' Office. These
recent specialty events in the
Cave are part of changes
Marriott Food Service is making to please disgruntled students.
However, these efforts do
no t eliminate basic student complaints about the monotony of
the cycle menu and food quality
at Mather. Recent reports of
pink chicken, stale roles and
limp lettuce have left many students particularly disillusioned
with campus dining.
Kevin Kopanon, the Sru-

Del who are part of that production wheel, it is built on the individuals in Marriott, and on student input."
Many students feel that the
Beef Board is not enough, and
are calling for a change in the
menu, which runs on a three
week cycle.
A taste test will be held between Coke and Pepsi in response tostudent dissatisfaction
with the Pepsi products. Should
the taste test prove to be a tie,
Kopanon stated that the food
committee will assure that both
products are carried.
The Dean of Students' Office recently heard complaints
about the lack of after- hours
selection in the Cave and the
absence of listed prices of Cave
items. Marriott quickly responded by posting prices'and
in beginning an effort to add to

"The food committee will not tolerate pink
chicken. The committee is trying to address
issue of inconsistency in quality."
— Kevin Kopanon
dent Government liaison on the
Food Committee stated, "The
food committee will not tolerate pink chicken. The committee is trying to address issue of
inconsistency in quality."
hi a recent meeting, David
Small, director of Marriott Food
Sendee at Trinity, stressed the
importance that students notify
the supervisor when serious
problems arise or use the other
forums afforded to them to make
Marriott a w e o f t h e problem.
F
The Beef Board, the Student
Government Food Committee
and direct contact with the
Marriott supervisors are the vehicles through which students
can operate.
"I take the beef board very
seriously," said Small. "I do not
think of Marriott as a big production wheel, it's people like

the Cave's menu through special events and new items.
Last Wednesday's showi ng
of True Lies in the Cave, free
popcorn and 89 centburgers was
the kick off in a series of events
in the cave. This specialty event
drew a crowd of approximately
fifty students. The Cave will begin to show television programs,
like Melrose Place, with refreshments, as part of this revitalization effort.
However, Small stressed
that further changes will only
come with student input. To
assist in this effort, Small may
add an e-mail Beef Board where
students can vocalize concerns
and receive a response from
Marriott. Small will examine
the cycle menu and will take
constructive student input into
consideration.

In response to allegations
that Marriott has cut spending,
Small stated that "money is irrelevant. Trinity has standards
as does Marriott, standards we
are required to follow." Small
also explained that the prices of
food have risen but Marriott
continues to provide the same
level of quality as last year.
Despite Marriott's assurances many students expressed
dismay with the dining service.
The food committee is frustrated
by the fact that the phone menu
has not been reinstated, although the committee has discussed it weekly.
The Food Committee will
begin meeting next week, and
hopes to find solutions for these
issues.

Marriott food service looks to transform itself.

ALICE YAMADA

Urban Schooling Conference on Campus
continued from page 1
also stressed "neighborhood House; President Pro Tempore
ers was reduced dramatically empowerment" to restore edu- of the Senate M. Adela Eads;
and teenmothers dropping out cation.
and the acting Commissioner
of school was cut in half in
Hartford Police Chief Jo- of Education Ted Sergi. Judith
Minneapolis. Leaders from seph Croughwell, while admit- E. Heumann, an assistant secTime Inc., the People's Bank, ting that "community mobiliza- retary of education, and Crane
and the Carnegie Corporation tion is difficult," said, "Hartford represented the Clinton adminof New York also touched on has come a long way." He ech- istration.
strengthening the relationship oed Carbone's remarks by sugTrinity played an imporbetween the private sector and gesting that empoweringpeople tant role in the day's events.
public schools.
to solve problems will help re- President Borden Painter and
Other
participants lieve Hartford's educational Dr. Harry R. Gossling, Trinity
stressed the need for more pa- woes.
'44, opened up the summit with
rental and neighborhood inA number of political lead- some introductory remarks.
volvement. John Kyle from the ers also suggested ideas. Mary
"Trinity is the perfect place
National League of Cities said Lou Crane, the New England for this conference. Here we can
that while studentreadiness re- representative for Housing and see education affecting an urmains a key factor in the future Urban Development Secretary ban environment in a positive
of American education, "Par- Henry Cisneros, stressed that way," one participant said.
ent readiness-"jmisKalsiS -.be* 3 closer parihWship%etween the
Another observer praised
stressed." Gloria Dpwdell.of federal, state, and local govern- the College's "commitment to
Hartford'sParenlalLeadership ~ ments can make public schools change the neighborhood" but
Institution stressed the need for stronger in urban areas.
was skeptical on the day's
parents to work together and
Crane said that turning events.
help lobby for legislation and around public schools will also
"The summit is an excelneighborhood goals such as turn around public housing and lent idea and was carried out
keeping libraries open.
help reduce the taxpayer's bur- with good intentions, but what
Nicholas Carbone, the den. In attendance were a num- will happen now ? We leave
president of the Connecticut ber of state political figures: Tho- here with a lot of pretty talkbut
Institute of Municipal Studies, mas Ritter, the Speaker of the little else," he said.

WANTED:

ARREST YOUR
ROOMMATE
Alpha Delta-Phi and Tri-Delta
present the
5th Annual
Jail and Bail
February 3

for HIGHER!
^STUDENTS SKI FOR $10

OFF!

Before you graduate and go marching off into a great and glorious
future, ski your butt off! With a college ID* you'll get $10 off
Sunday-Friday, and $5 off on Saturdays and holidays. So, this
winter, make it your "job" to get out on the slopes. Ski Stratton!
'Must be 25 years at age or fess, with other supporting ID (license).

VERMONT

Event held for the American Cancer Society
Tickets sold in Mather Hall for $2

I

HOW TO KEEP PEOPLE'S
HANDS OFF YOUR MONEY.
O

Carry only enough cash to last the day.
Anyone who tries to borrow your last five spot
isn't a friend, anyway,

Label your spare-change jar "beetle farm.»»
Then, put your beetle farm in a jar labeled
"spare change."

v

Mark up every space on checks.
Don't leave room for someone to fill in their
name and extra, zeros.

O

Keep your wallet^in your front pocket.
i t discourages pickpockets. So does wearing
really tight pants.

Put your picture on your credit card.
A Citibank Photocard is tough for anyone else
to use, unless they look just like you.
CrfBANi®

WE'RE LOOKING OUT FOR YOU.5
To apply, call l-800-CITIBANK.

•51.
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Toby Twining Music Draws Crowd To Austin Arts
BY CINDY DARLING
Arts Editor

Entering Goodwin theater this past
Saturday night, I was unsure of what to
expect from Toby Twining Music, a singing group from New York City I was
about to see.
The group had been described in
many ways, everything from "jazzy a
Capella," to an "avant-garde barbershop
quartet." All I knew as I sat down in front
of the empty stage, was that this concert
would defy the few expectations I had.
Jeffry Walker, director of the Austin
Arts Center and Will K. Wilkins, director
of Real Art Ways introduced the show,
stressing that the performance was put
on as a joint effort between both organizations.
Jeffry Walker said that the Austin
Arts Center was proud to be a part of
Hartford's cultural life.
Then the concert began. As the lights
went up, we saw four figures in the back
of the stage, standing with equal space
between them. They wore mostly black
but their shirts contained a flash of color,
which set each one off against one another.
They started right into their repertoire, beginning with Shaman, the title
track off of their recent album, released
on BMG's Catalyst label in April. We felt
their immediate presence as three singers created a lower undertone and one
singer launched into a melody on top.
They slowly walked towards the
front of the stage, becoming silhouetted
by the lights. The singers moved, visibly
feeling the beat with their bodies, swaying, beating their feet, and interacting
with each other. A twang of sorts, recurred throughout the song, rather like
the recorded sound of whales. But this
was coming from only one place: their
mouths.
A rather comic technique that appeared in this song and throughout the
concert, was the playing of percussion
on their lips.
The singers resembled little children
buzzing their lips at each other in a childish taunt. But the sound that came out

was musical, blending with their voices
to create a percussive beat. From this first
song, it was clear that Twining has an
incredible talent for taking the ordinary
and even the humorous, and making it
into music.
A yodeling melody which was re-

beginning loosened the audience up,
preparing us for more unexpected
sounds. We weren't disappointed.
One member of the group proceeded
to take out tissue and blow his nose into
the microphone. With the chorus of voices
around him, this served as a blending

The singers resembled little children buzzing their lips at
each other in a childish taunt. But. the 'sound that came
out was musical., blending with their voices to create a
-percussive beat. From this first song, it was clear that
Twining had an incredible talent for taking the ordinary
and even the humorous, and making it into music.
peated throughout this piece ended it,
and the audience burst into applause for
this impressive first song.
The second piece featured Rebecca
Weintraub, the soprano, in a high,
overarchingmelody. Therestof the group
physically moved back, focusing on her.
The piece seemed to have an Eastern
influence.
Their third song was based on four
love haikus by the Japanese poet Basho,
with the baritone Gregory Purnhagen as
the soloist.
In this piece, the group showed off
their ability to sing with words, and then
improvise on these words, playing with
pronunciation, and structure, and moving and making sound effects to match
the lyrics.
The fourth piece, "Between Stars,"
again featured Weintraub. We also saw
the reemergence of their lip-flipping technique. The purple backdrop during this
song gave the whole atmosphere a very
sad, almost surreal effect
The fifth song of the evening; "Ze
Nez," was by far the favored piece in the
first set. The members of the group
donned crazy hats, and began with a
series of weird noises,
Weintraub showed her wide range
of abilities, making "grrr" sounds,
launching into some heavy breathing
which sounded orgasmic, and spitting
out laughter in a mechanical way. This

element.
Other noises such as snorting and
pig noises moved us to laughter. At one
point, one of the singers "inhaled" the
microphone.
The final section of this same piece
featured a nonsense conversation between all members of the group. We
could not understand what they were
saying, but their movements portrayed
everything from polite conversation, to
anger. One member even did a mockopera improvisation.
The last song of their first set was
"Hotel Destine," named after the group's
favorite hotel in Amsterdam.
During the intermission, audience
members milled about, and students
talked with friends. I looked behind my
seat which was about half way down the
middle, and realized that Goodwin was
filled to the back seats.
Much of the audience appeared to
be from off-campus. Indeed, Twining
seemed to have attracted a large number
of outsiders, unsure of what to expect,
but eager to hear.
One woman from Cromwell, Cathy
Bontempo, said that an article in the Advocate attracted her. Whatever the publicity, it was clear that those who attended were pleased with what they
heard.
A couple from South Windsor who
also read tike Advocate article said, "We

love this stuff! It's really cooL.and different."
The second set began with group
members emerging from the audience
and walking up onstage. This surprised
everyone, as audience members quickly
took their seats.
The second set featured more of
their talent for blending and weirdness
with one of my personal favorites,
"Agnus Dei." This piece is taken from
Bach's B Minor Mass. The group sang it
in a solemn manner, with a sound that
rose up from the center of all of them.
During the third song of the set,
"Improvisation," the group relaxed the
boundaries between performers and audience, moving out into the theater.
Weintraub began by bouncing an imagi• nary basketball, making sounds to match
her dribbling and throwing.
The "ball" proceeded around the
theater, making its way to each member,
who was situated in a different corner of
the theater. They then threw the ball to
audience members, making sound effects as they threw it back. This improvisational feast ended with Twining throwing the "ball" offstage.
The concert ended with "Hell's
Kitchen Hootenanny," and "Batuka,"
an energetic piece with grunts, gestures,
burps, and Weintraub's brilliant voice
floating above.
The encore piece was a song/poem
aboutHartford, in whichajazzy refrain,
"in Hartford!" was repeated. Snapping
led to clapping, which spread to the
audience. Though no one in the audience got up and visibly danced, everyone was really involved. •
The concert ended with an enthusiastic standing ovation from the audience, and people walked away,
humming...not songs, but sounds.
We in the audience still did not
have any way of categorizing their music into a genre or label, but that did not
matter so much. We had lost ourselves
in the energy of the music, dance and
humor of the group. Indeed, we had
become part of it.
The music was the reality. Defining
it would only separate us from it.

MATRIX Is 20!: Exhibition Looks Back Over Twenty Years
BY LIEZEL MUNEZ
Arts Writer

A plexiglass cube containing morsel-sized droplets of water, a wooden
sculpture in the formation of an exclamation point, walls smothered with brilliant colors of paint, and a floppy cylinder-like latex balloon with papier-mache
sheathed by cord and enamel paint stand
out as one of many images widely known
by art historians, art critics, and art lovers as distinguished works of art created
by prominent contemporary artists.
Pieces such as these are now being
shown in the 20thbirthday celebration in
honor of The Wadsworth Atheneum's
MATRIX Gallery for contemporary art.
MATRIX Is 20!, a major retrospection curated by Andrea Miller-Keller,
the Emily Hall Tremaine curator of contemporary art, is an exhibition glancing
back to its two decades of showing art
that is on the cutting edge.
MATRIX has shownmorethanl,000
works created by more than 100 artists.
Consisting of over 100 works from past
MATRIX artists drawn from the
Atheneum's Permanent Collection and
the Le Witt Collection, the show contains
works of artists who in the past had a
one-person exhibition at the Atheneum.
At that time when the MATRIX
hosted the works of these artists who
were "on the rise," the artists lacked die
high prestige and fame they possess to-

day.
The rather impressive roster of
former MATRIX artists shown in this
exhibition includes big names like Andy
Warhol, Robert Mapplethorpe, Keith
Haring, Romare Bearden, William
Wegman, Hans Haacke, Sol Le Witt, and
Lorna Simpson, just to name a handful.
In the past, enduring as artists on
the edge, now these 125 artists of ceramic, architecture, sculpture, painting,
installation art, performance, and film
and video are viewed together alluding
to the vast diversity of media and styles
the MATRIX has offered to its viewers.
As with most contemporary art,
complexity and ambiguity prevail, and
this phenomena is observed in this exhibition.
While engaging interest with the
images, MATRIX is 20! forces the viewers to ask questions concerning our society, and our lives today, such is the pin- •
nacle of contemporary art.
Divided into three distinct thematic
sections, the show categorizes this broad
diversity of media and styles into galleries devoted to exploring portraiture, exploring line and structure, and exploring
language.

Welcoming the individual into the
quiet, spacious Avery Court hangs Keith
Haring's Untitled (drawings for MATRIX exhibition June 5—August 7,1983).
These four images done with black ink
on paper are simple, curvy, lighthearted

drawings typical of Haring's work.
Another interesting piece done by
multimedia artist Peggy Diggs entitled
Objects of Abuse (1991), probes at the
disturbing issue of domestic violence.
Diggs engages the viewer for a particular
purpose, desiring to release the too often
suppressed discussion surrounding this
issue.
In her eyes, suppression protects the
abuser and conceals the chilling reality
of abuse.
In the thematic room engaging in

The exploring language gallery is

devoted to the relationship between
image and text within art
One of the pieces, Richard
Artschwager's Exclamation Point (1980)
exists in space as a painted wood structure in two parts. Artschwager uses this
typographical mark in order to disorient
us from the familiar into the realm of the
unfamiliar as we are forced to view this
punctuation mark as a three-dimensional
object before our eyes. Artschwager,
hence,delightsinourmentalbreakdown
portraiture Warhol's Early Colored Jackie of familiar associations.
The idea behind the MATRIX Gal(1964) is representative of his typical subject matter of images of American popu- lery has always been to feature art on the
lar culture, famous people, and mass- edge, while constantly developing lowproduced products. Made of synthetic budget and spontaneous exhibitions. This
polymer paint and silkscreen on canvas, art is experimental and at times controJackie conjures up this Warhol dualism versial.
The MATRIX program attempts to
focusing on wealth, fame, and prestige
and ending in disparity, tragedy, death, tackle the issue of contemporary art intimidation, and so has adhered to proand disaster.
The gallery devoted to exploring line viding its viewers with highly descripand structure, contains pieces done by tive labels accompanying the works.
With such admirable goals, MATRIX
artists like Hans Haacke, Sol Le Witt, and
Eva Hess. Haacke's startlingly Is 20! is an enjoyable experience culmiminirrtalisticCondensatirn)Cube (1963) of nating 20 years of complexity and ambiplexiglass and water rests tranquilly link- guity in contemporary art.
According to the Wadsworth
ing the spheres of art and science. According to Haacke, "a sculpture that Atheneum'sdirector,PatrickMcCaughy,
physically reacts to its environment is no "Our belief is that which is on the edge
longer to be regarded as an object. It becomes the center of art itself. That's
merges with the environment in a rela- what museums ought to do."
That'swhatthe Wadsworth isdoing
tionship that is better understood as a
'system' of interdependent processes." through the MATRIX Gallery.
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Renowned Storyteller To Give Performance At Goodwin
Raccoon and Other Tales debuted in
the summer of 1990, and unlike Alston's
previous performances, this folk tale was
In celebration of Black History accompanied by the sounds of jazz. At
Month, the Trinity College community is first, Alston was weary of the audience's
fortunate to receive Charlotte Blake reaction to this collaboration. Fortunately
Alston in her benefit performance. Rac- her brother, acclaimed jazz violinist John
coon and Other Tales on Saturday, Febru- Blake, insisted that the combination
ary 4 at Goodwin Theater.
would work, and their performance of
Charlotte Blake Alston is a renowned Raccoon and Other Tales was indeed a
Philadelphia based story teller who, af- success. John Blake will accompany his
ter nineteen years as a teacher at sister in Saturday's performance.
Philadelphia's Friends' Select School and
Alston will also be performing in
three years as the educational director of two Hartford area elementary schools
the University of Pennsylvania's this week. Her performance here will
Children's Center, decided to leave be- benefit the Trinity College Community
hind that career in order to concentrate Childcare Center Scholarships Funds.
on performing.
Ninety cents of every dollar that goes to
Her interest in storytelling began this performance will benefit the
early in childhood when her father en- Childcare Center, so not only will this be
couraged her to read the works of Afri- a visually and auditorally superior percan American writer Paul Lawrence formance, but your money will be diDunbar. To this day, her performances rected at an altogether worthwhile fund.
still contain Dunbar's material. Alston Bring a child that you know would love
also combines the work of Dunbar with to see and hear some wonderfully fresh
African American stories, music, educa- and innovative tales and music, or just
tional raps, monologues, poetry and dra- bring yourself. After all, we are all still LCharlotte Blake Alston (nghfjand her brother, John Blake, (left)
matic interpretations.
kids at heart.
will perform this Saturday at 3:30 at Austin Arts.

BY AMY SHACKELFORD
Arts Writer

Low On Action, Nobody's Fool Showcases Newman And Tandy
BY PETER RHOADS

Arts Writer
Nobody's Fool is a low-key movie
whose wit is epitomized in the performance of Paul Newman as Donald
"Sully" Sullivan, a sour contractor in his
sixties. Sully starts out a sarcastic man,
who, when reflecting on his life, finds a
void.
There are a few important people in
his life, but he does not let them get too
close. It is these people who will fill that
void.,

:

.,. .:•- .. ..,_-._. ,.-. ,...-.-

. ... ..

MisS;Bejryl,-played.by the late, Jes-sica Tandy, is one of these characters.
She is the landlady who owns the building where Sully stays. Although the two
characters only have brief contact in the

film, it is apparent that there is a great
deal of caring between the two. Beryl
will not sell the house, despite pressure
from her son, for she values her relationship with Sully far too much.
Sully's subcontractor Rub is his best
friend. Rub is a character who has very
little intelligence, making Sully seem like
a brain.
Their relationship is almost father to
son, but Sully would never admit to this
responsibility. Toby, an estranged wife,
played by Melanie Griffith, is the only;
character who knocksj§ullyr out of his
usual casual ;demeanq&rTheii relationship is one of the principal sources of the
movie's wit.
Peter, Sully's son, played by Dylan
Walsh, is another character who is inex-

The English Department and the
Committee of the 25th
Anniversary of Coeducation at Trinity
Thursdav, Feb. 2

Present

Readings by Alumnae:
Pamela Boulton '88. Martha Ramsey '75,
Wendy Rawlings '88, Martha Cooley '76.
4:00 PMHamlin Hall
Reception following readings

Reading by Joanna Scott '82
8:00 PMHamlin Hall
Reception following Readings
Friday, Feb. 3

Coffee Hour "From English Major to Published Author"
Elizabeth Egloff'75
Joanna Scott '82
Discussion with students moderated by Robyn Schiffman '97
and Stacy Joslin '96
10:30 AM Terrace Room C

Panel Discussion
"Poetry, Fiction, and Drama: The Function of Art in the Community"
Elizabeth Egloff'75
Joanna Scott'82
Chase Twichell'73
Moderator: Michelle Cliff, professor, English Department
4:00 PM Hamlin Hall

Readings by Elizabeth Egloff '75 and Chase Twichell '73
8:00 PM Hanuin Hall
Reception following readings

plicably drawn to Sully. Peter happens
to run into Sully twenty years after his
father left him. Up until this point, Sully
has been a character who drudges
through life barely scratching the emotional core of his being.
After Peter reenters his life, Sully
discovers he has a grandson and rediscovers his capacity for emotion. No
longer is he left alone with no ties. He
realizes he has a family and that, despite
his isolation, his friends have built his
life into something with meaning.
While Sully is still the wild guy who
drugsJD.obeEmaas, punches deputies and
flirts with married woman, he also develops a good side which accepts responsibility.
Director Robert Benton paints a pic-

ture of a frozen working class town that
has warmth to it. He examines characters along the way who have depth to
them, each one revealing more about
him/herself with every twist of the plot.
The characters are introduced and developed with the utmost precision, mak~;
ing it seem as if the viewer is part of the
town for a brief period. Paul Newman
gives a performance that may win the
hearts of the academy when Oscar votes
are given out. He brings a subtle acting
style that reflects his lifetime of expert,
ence.
. ..-:
, :
.._:-.
.-:._. ••-•:.• Nj}bQdy'g.;Fpol is.ti.yery, well-done,.,

low-key movie that is entertaining, however to Generation X it might not be fast
paced enough or have the high-concept
fantasy that the viewer is used to.

Linklater's Before Sunrise — A1
Failed Attempt At Generation X
Yes, there are a few sweet moments
like Celine and Jesse's awkward visit to
the listening booth in a local record store,
I am not quite sure if people knew but forthe most part their adventures are
what they were in for as they waited in tiring, bland, and maybe even ridiculine last Thursday night for the sneak lous.
preview of Richard Linklater's Before
I have to admit I openly laughed
Sunrise.
when the camera followed a rabbit across
The mood outside Cinestudio was a patch of grass and Celine turned to
lively, even in one of our first truly cold Jesse exclaiming, "Oh look, a bunny!"
evenings this semester, but by the time And how about the pinball scene? I have
the final credits rolled I would venture to never seen a game of pinball go thatlong.
say that most viewers were waking from Maybe the game would have livened up
the film had either of their turns lasted
a nap.
Before Sunrise opens on a train speed- more that ten seconds. Who knows.
Withoutanycompellingaction,mise
ing through open green countryside. The
camera quickly introduces us to Celine en scene, or story lines (were there any?),
(Julie Delpy), trapped seated next to a Linklater forced the viewer to focus on
fighting German couple. When Celine the narrative. I do commend him on this
moves back to the rear of the car we focus, especially in this age of the Hollywood violent action-adventure flick. But
discover Jesse (Ethan Hawke).
Their conversation comes quickly the dialogue is weak in its attempt to
and takes them to the lounge car. But it draw in the audience.
IthinkBe/ore Sunrise mayhavebeen
is here in the lounge car where my patience for the film begins to wear thin. Linklater's try at a Generation X couple,
Their conversation was meant to be awk- contemplating life and their places in the
ward, but by the time Jesse asks Celine to world. I do not necessarily side with the
join him in Vienna for the day, I could concept of Generation X and I cannot
only ask myself: Where is this film go- really back this film either. I think Jesse
and Celine spent too much time trying to
ing?
The answer is clear: nowhere. As be deep, as if being consciously deep was
we follow the couple through Vienna, the way to get to know someone in one
we get nothing but close shots of their day.
Linklater, also the director of Slacker
conversations. At least Linklater could
have given us some Viennese scenery, and Dazed and Confused, may have failed
but instead we get a man and a woman with Before Sunrise, but don't give up on
who are grasping at interesting conver- the man yet: he was obviously just a little
sation, and unfortunately for us, they fail dazed and confused himself when he
signed on to this project.
to attract anything but each other.
BY ALEX MILLER

Arts Writer
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"Happy Hour": A Possible Early Evening Alternative
After a few sips of this almost black
beer, Sanny and Clay headed up to the
buffet. There, they had their fifteen minFeatures Writer
utes of fame because Beasley Reece was
This week, we decided to try some- delivering his sportscast from a chair on
thing different for the restaurant review. the dance floor, and they were able to
We thought that people may want to pop their heads in front of the camera.
hear whether or not there truly are other After that, I knew any other happy hour
things to do around here. So we took a was going to be a hard sell.
different approach to the night life.
Sanny: The buffet table was exWe threw on some jeans, grabbed tremely eclectic. Mashed potatoes, egg
two dates, and were in the car and on the rolls, sausage. The suited men piled their
way downtown by 5:05 PM on Friday to plates high. I missed Mather.
hit some of Hartford's happy hour hot
The design of the room wasn't too
spots. It was early, but we had a lot of conducive to conversations in big groups
time on our hands.
so the eating atmosphere was tight and a
Sanny: We had a tough time finding bit reminiscent of Mylanta ads. But the
a parking spot when we first got down- brick walls and the nice big bar gave the
town, but that was to be expected. We place a classy feel. ( And it was interesthad heard good things about Challenges ing to notice that some men were drinkso we trekked a few blocks to 201 Ann ing O'Doul's.)
Street.
The time was passing and the crowd
From the outside, it looked nice, not was building. Jono noted that he, "felt
too crowded, not too busy, but that's as like a salmon swimming upstream," as
far as we got. Clay was stopped at the he tried to move through the bar. So we
door because of an expired I.D. Needless decided to leave Coaches to go sample
to say his AT&T card wasn't sufficient another happy hour.
back up. So we redirected and went elseWe made a left out the door and
where.
headed for Bourbon Street at 70 Union
Courtney: We walked down the Street. We were not carded although we
block to Coaches on 187 Allyn Street. must have looked about twelve comCoaches seemed a bit more lively than pared to the older clientele. This place
Challenges, and we were greeted by a was packed!
bronzed bouncer who flirted with Sanny.
Courtney: The post-work crowd was
We had no entrance problems here and pulsating to the live, two-man band who
weaved past big screen T.V. 's and suited played many Jimmy Buffet and Paul
men to the bar.
Simon hits. I especially enjoyed the synI bought the first round and chose thesized version of "Ceceh'a". Buthey, the
Sam Adams Honey Porters, because I dance floor was pumping and people
liked the name. Big mistake...four bucks seemed to be having a good time. But, it
a pop. They did have 15 beers on tap, was no Popa Chubby. Clay, our music
though, including Rhino, Bud Light and connoisseur, was not too complementary either, "the music was unbelievably
Bass Ale.
BY COURTNEY GRANET &
SANNYBURNHAM

Reviewers jono Lezner '96, Clay Siegei t "J6, Courtney Granet '95 ' INNOCENT
and Sanny Burnham '95 enjoy their surroundings at Coaches.
cheesy. 'Ok, what a Night'?"
As for the happy hour buffet, it was
filled with fried goodies, many of which
were unidentifiable. I must admit, I had
never seen a mini-taco or mini-egg roll
before.
Bourbon Street's beer selection was
not as vast as Coach's. We settled for
some Bud lights and sat back to be entertained by the dancing yuppies.
Sanny: In all, I felt more comfortable at Coaches. The food was more nutritious and there was more to look at
and be entertained by.
For those interested, the manager
told us that the place is packed Wednesdays, Thursdays, Fridays and Saturdays.
They believe their food to be among the
best in town (I'm assuming they mean in
comparison to other bars), and they even
offer half-priced appetizers Monday

f
I
I

HOW TO HANG ON TO YOUR DOUGH.
(WITHOUT CRAMPING YOUR STYLE)

Separate "needs" from "wants."
Hint: A bed is a need. A Mr. Microphone
is a want
Split the bill but only pay your share.
Why put in for someone else's swordfish
if all you got was soup?
Set aside money for emergencies.
Unless you'd rather call your parents
for it instead.
Keep your eye on your wallet.
Have a Citibank Classic card in case you
lose it. The Lost Wallet5"1 Service can get you
emergency cashf a new card, usually within
24 hours, and help replacing vital documents.
a

Based on available cash line.

through Wednesday. Happy hour is 4-7
Monday through Friday with beer specials Monday and Friday.
Happy hour in general is a good
way to pass the hours after classes and
before dinner. We had so much fun going from bar to bar, we didn't even miss
the typical Trinity nightlife.
Courtney: I had a lot of fun. However, I think that Bourbon Street, minus
the cheese, was a good time. It's a great
place to go with a big group of people
and there is not always live music.
Bourbon St. has "Hartford's longest
happy hour", from 4-8 Monday through
Wednesday, they offer $2.00 pints and
"weE drinks".
Give happy hour a try. Itnever hurts
to get off campus for a little while. I
wouldn'triskit,however,withouta good
I.D.
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Trinity Students Explain Their Experiences Abroad
BY SHARA ABRAHAM,
JODIE GAUDET & KEIKO MILLER
Features Writers

"....I sang Kenny Rogers' 'The Gambler' on the street in Winchester for
money....I climbed a mountain in
Greece....I saw the sun set behind Mount
Kilimanjero...,I swam in the Aegean Sea
in my underwear ....I saw rhinos
mating....I danced to karaoke of Lionel
Richie....I ate a termite....I saw a jousting

We faced language barriers
in Denmark, third world
living standards in Kenya,
and remarkably different
social attitudes in England.
competition in the middle of a castle
green....I did handsprings over dead
vikings' graves.... my father was offered
four hundred cows for my hand in marriage...."
So, you're thinking of studying
abroad? We're here to share three completely different experiences from our
semesters abroad in Kenya, England and
Denmark. Even though our cultural situations differed from country to country,
the common bond we now share is
founded in the uniqueness of having
lived and studied outside of the United
States.
For each of us, the transition to our
new lives varied in degree and difficulty.
We faced language barriers in Denmark,
third world living standards in Kenya

and remarkably differ* ait social attitudes
in England.
•
We found ourselves readjusting our
own self-perception and values'tp adapt
to our new environment. We hesitantly
gave up the familiar and secure in exchange for what was once foreign.
But studying abroad isn't all personal growth and self-reflection. It's
about having fun, making lifelong friends
and, well, let's just say there's no drinking age outside the United States!
Living and studying abroad is trying: seeing, doing and being things you
would have never dreamed possible. It's
about jumping onto a moving train in
Wales; teaching children who speak no
English to play duck-duck-goose when
you speak no Swahili; or playing pool
with a retired farmer named Indiana Joe
whose knowledge of English consists
solely of the word "cool" and a thumbsup.
By the time December rolled around
there was a small part of each of us that
had truly become English, Danish, and
Kenyan. We were no longer the same
three individuals who had left the United
States three months earlier.
When we returned, the things that
had once seemed so familiar now felt out
of place. Or perhaps it was we who were
now out of place. The reverse culture
shock of reentry was more difficult than
had been anticipated.
But now that we have resettled and
readjusted and reacclimated ourselves
to being "home," we can begin to realize
and appreciate how each of our unique
experiences have changed our lives forever.

Keiko Miller '96 with Maasai warriors in Kenya.

Shara Abraham '96 visits Mend Jodie Gaudet '96 at Warwick Castle
in Warwick, England.

INDIGENOUS BRIT

TOP 10 WAYS To
WRECK A PARTY
10. Nerv c gas.
-.KegsoKVnouI's.
8. Have rI C AC otfei "goodie bags" to everyone
willing to go home.
, Count on an exciting Super Bowl.
6. Announce that the party is sponsored bv ORL.
5. Schedule it in the Crow house.
4. Show a sneak prev iew of Before Sunrise.

LSAT»GMAT»GRE»MCAT
If you took the test today, how would you score?
Come find out.
Take a 2v*- or 3-hour test,
proctored like the real thing.
Receive computer analysis of your
test-taking strengths and weaknesses.
Get strategies from Kaplan teachers
that will help you ace the real exam.

Don't miss out on this cost-free,
risk-free opportunity.
Call 1-800-KAP-TEST

to reserve your seat today!

3. Invite Dean Peters.
WE'RE SORRY. BUT DUE TO A RECTNT DECISION BY THE DEAN OF
STUDENTS OFFICE - INCLUDED ON ADDENDUM PAGE 148 OF THE
STRATEGIC PLAN, AND VOICE MAILED TO THE CAMPUS EARLY
SATURDAY MORNING - TRIPOD TOP TEN LISTS ARE NO LONGER
ALLOWED TO GO BEYOND ITEM NUMBER 3 INSTLAD. WF'VF BEEN
TOLD TO INFORM YOU THAT THERE !S A UKRAINIAN ACCORDION
FESTIVAL ON THF MAIN QUAD FROM 7:00 AM UNTIL DUSK EVERY
FRIDAY FOR THE REST OF THE SEMESTER.
THANK YOU...

KlPilN
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Trinity Community Analyzed...

The Non-Washers Bazaroff Jones
telling me my body can make
me sick? I don't think so. If you
end up being sick it must be the
I thought the Seinfield epi- lack of balance in your diet. We
sode about people who do not are what we eat."
wash their hands was hilarious,
The Narcissistic artists debut little did I know there many scribe the human body as beaumore non-washer out there in tiful art and continue that, "it's
the real world.
not a dirty thing like some
Too many times as you people would like you to bestand in front of the sink you can lieve.
observe people leaving the toiWe have to shed the social
let or the urinal without paying stereotypes against our own
a visit to the faucet. And these body. Go ahead, touch your
folks live among you and me. face. Now try your neck or anWatch your roommate carefully other body part. It doesn't refor he or she may very well be a ally matter which part of the
non-washer.
body you touch. Now are you
As I grew more disgusted going to wash your right hand if
with these non-washers, I con- it had just touched your left
fronted some of them. After hand? Do you wash you lips
carefully analyzing their an- before you eat (they touch each
swers, I have broken them up other all day long)?
into seven types.
Then tell me why should I
First, there are the slobs. wash my hand after I was in the
They say, "I didn't touch myself bathroom."
there, you know. There were
The antisocial type shouts,
enough sheets to insulate my "it'snoneof your business what
hand. Well, I did touch my I did in there. Now go away."
underwear but I change and
Two very noticeable feashower every other week. So tures among this group are the
I'm clean."
flying spit when they speak and
We also have the drunken the line of saliva connecting the
philosophers who argue, "if you top row of teeth with the botdrink beer, it comes outas urine. tom. Watch out, they have short
If you drink urine, it still comes tempers.
out as urine. If you drink water,
One obsessive compulsive
if also comes out as urine. So person, who wishes to remain
what difference does it make if I anonymous, confessed to me
wash my hand with urine in- that, he goes back into his room
stead of water?"
and soaks his hands in bleach.
The self-proclaimed nutri- Then he applies rubbing alcotion specialists tend to put it this hol for complete sterilization.
way: "You put food in your
Now check the people sitmouth. Then it comes out. Now tinghextto you, ask if they wash
assuming the fooddidn't make their hands before dinner and
you sick why would the stuff after being in the bathroom. See
come out of you body makes which category they fit in. Beyou sick? It was after all pro- ware of the non-washers for they
cessed by your body. Are you walk amongst us.
BY SYLVESTER CHEN
Features Writer

N m $ TEACWWtua"M<
WE ONE Of W15
"if 3 5 0 6 OF LIFE*.
1 CAN GO S££

DOING*

Good morning, Thank-you
for coming on the show.
It's my pleasure.

think that you were meant to
save a life?
Yes, yes I do. I think that God

We all know the details of had a mission for me and that I
the accident from the tremen- successfully completed thatmission.
dous amount of news coverage
Allow me to say some
that it has received, so I want words to you and you tell me if
this interview to be about you the words bringback any sensaand your life. You have mes- tions from thatnightin Vermont,
merized the entire country with ready?
your story ofbravery and heroShoot.
ism. Let me begin by asking
Scared?
you, what were you feeling at
I didn't have time to be
the time of the rescue?
scared.
L..uh...I don't think that I
Worried?
was really feeling anything, 1
No time.
Katie. I just knew .that I had' a ^
Hesitant?' '"
"' '
job to dd'ancl that"f Had to clo it. * ' ' - w o : •
'•
••
•'"
'
You had a job to do,..do
Adrenaline?
you mean that you think that it
Yes...I suppose I was runwas fate that you stumbled ning on a lot of adrenaline.
upon the accident? Do you
Turn away? Don't do it?

Run for yoi
Yes. You need not "go on
because all of those words...all
of those sensations were running through my mind...
through my body. That is why
I couldn't feel anything. Because I was feeling every sensation at once.
All at once...hmm. Interesting.
But I knew that someone was
dying and I knew that it was my
responsibility...my duty,..to save
him. And I did.

Well, there you have it.
Thank-you' so much for being
Here this morning! You are an
inspiration. We will be back
after the local news break with
a new household tip from
Martha Stewart.

So, why should you get out of bed this Saturday to
gqsee-a matinee performance of children's stories?
1.) You will help some little kids get the care that they deserve. 90c of every dollar you pay will go
to the scholarship fund of the Trinity College Community Childcare Center.
2.) This ain't the volunteer storyteller from the branch library, this is Philadelphia's Charlotte Blake Alston,
the only storyteller ever to perform with the famous Philadelphia Orchestra!
3.) It's not just stories. It's music. Billboard Magazine called John Blake, Jr. 'the best new jazz violinist of
the decade..." Jazz violinist? When's the last time you heard one of those?
4.) It's Black History Month. Sparkling African-American folk tales + warm jazz = an outstanding
way to celebrate.
5) You're still a kid at heart. Take an hour to remind yourself.

the Center Artists Series proudly presents
Charlotte Blake Alston and John Blake, Jr. in

(HP

V

Saturday, February 4 • 3:30 p.m. matinee •
Goodwin Theater • $5 General Admission/
••—: $3 Children 12 and under

A
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Tripod Spotlight Trustee Alvarez-Calderon
BY JUSTIN N. VAN ETTKN
Managing Editor

derwriting department and in the second year f was- in change of coord mating
'.heir summer internship program.
When mostpeoplerhinkof Trinity's
Hou] al'out after graduation, when: did
Board D1" Trustees, they don't think of a •ton go then?
27 year-old female. Nonetheless, 3b a
I actually went to work for Cigna in
re.su Jt of the Bonrd's deciwon to incorpo- Philadelphia. I vie.it inln J human rerates youngei v oicc the highly dynamic sources training program. Alter training
and highly successful Lisa Alvarcv- in Philidelphia, 1 went lo Chicago a.'yi
•S
Calderon is one of th" newest members human resourcesbpt'rialistandremained
of me Board.
then* lor Lhive years. } am now Kick in
Philadelphia again as fhoditeclor of huTripod: What acfivitic* nvr-t you in-man resources for ^ilcs ai Cignti Group
volved iv while you uw lien1?
Insurance.
Lisa Alvarez-Cildernn: Well,
What exactly doe* thai job involve?
among other things, 1 was a senior inter1 do a lot of management training,
viewer jind participaroil in the S.CJ.A. recruiting, learn building, and rmplo} ee
for !•«] year1.. I also wont to Trinity's relation.s counseling.
Rome Campus my junior year.
Do you frel Ihni TrinUi/ IMI helped you
Wlhit did you think of Rome?
.-••I/III1 gnuiuniiou?
1 thought it was an incredible expeWithout question. Trinity lias helped
! I
rience. F viewable ID h\irn Italian and Art me in my career. _\oi only did J liberal
Hislory on n first hand lvisK. Tlic nro- arN major help me Jo ha very versatile,
but Trinity's reputation", especially in the
L.i'.Lise.xcdlenf. Additionally, mysrhol1 think it is extremely
.iiahip translated into summer internimport imi to give back to
ship's and ultimately, into a full time1 job.
Youspajkoftkcimlueoflhcliberalarli
\thc school that gave so
education. In thai context, dn ymt really
much to me.
think thtit your major played an important Funston Trustee Lisa Alvare/.-Calderon
AUCE YAHADA
role after gruduatiou?
gram was. also quite small that year beMy major was indirectly related to
Several people were interviewed give back lo the school liwt gjve so
cause we had just bombed Libya and my future year. In fact, I had to defend and in May, I was chosen for A three year much to me.
people were concerned about travelling the value of a Poly-Sri major when 1 term.
Is theie anything eke thai you would
applied for my first job, I argued that the
to Hu rope.
like, the Trinity Community to know about?
How has your term gone so far?
Was this one of the years in Which major was, abou t decisionsmaking, WOT kEveryone has been extremely supActually, I am taking several steps
ing in groups, and dealing effectively portive, especially Don MaeLagan, my to increase student feedback on various
liorden Painter ran the Program?
Unfortunately no. Although as a with people. So in this aspect I suppose mentor. I've really enjoyed the experi- issues. Vor the March meeting of the
Political Science Major I was lucky that my major really did matter.
ence so far. 1 have aitio become very Board, lhave asked Dean Winer to schedClyde McKee was there. It allowed me
How didyou become, involved with Trininvolved with the Bantam Challenge.
ule two focus groups composed of .stuto take a number of courses in my major. ity as an Alumna?
What exactly is the Bantam Challenge ?dents 1 wouldn't otherwise see, for me
You mention that you were a Political
It is a program that encourages to meet. Then, at theMay meeting, 1 will
When 1 moved to Chicago, I didn't
Science major, what urns your academic caknow many people. One of the sources young alums to become involved in giv- be holding an open house so that all
through which. I met people was Trinity. ing back to the college as early as pos- students will be able to express their
reer here like?
I was in the Guided Studies Pro- I joined theexecutive board of the Trinity sible. The focus isn't on how much they views. I hope that I will be accessible to
gram and was also chosen as the Club of Chicago And was involved in donate, just that they do participate. The current sludenb, so rha t J can accurately
President's Fellow in Political Science. coord inating various social events. When hope is that by establishing a hisiory of reflect thoir concerns a.-, a voting memAdditionally, 1 was a Connecticut 1 returned to Philadelphia, Iwas asked to giving early, they will continue to sup- ber of the Board of Trustees.
port the College well into the future.
Scholar. Oh, I was also elected to Phi help with Admissions.
How did this lead to your becoming a
How has this program been going so
Beta Kappa in my junior year.
far?
Were you in uny Grerk organizations? Trustee?
As I understand it, the Board held
Altho ugh the overall results haven't
The Trinity Spotlight w a iwtv iJni
No. [ never really considered pledging a sorority. 1 had developed a group been discussing adding a new, younger been as spectacular as we would hope for our paper; one ichk h u-e hope will •ivaiun
ol1 really close friends my freshman year Trustee. Once they finally decided lo do but we have begun to get the "message of more communication between the mtrivus
in North Campus and didn't think abou t it, they looked for an alumna that tilled giving" out lo our young alumni net- members of !hc trinity community. T.udi
four characteristics. They had to be ac- work. We are also trying to learn what week we zoiil pvjile a different member of
pledging after that.
What did you Jo during your sum- tively involved as an alum, have had a motivates people to give money to the. the '1 riniiy community. We hope 'hut ur
sliong academic record, been involved collegeandtogainthatcommitmenlenrly will prmude you with u better uiiderslandmers?
1 iiad two summer internships with as a student and be a generous .sup- among alums.
porter. Well, as generous .is a young
What mntirtites your iiwohi:uie.iil with
jmy scholarship sponsor, Cigna,
The sliiff of the Tripod would like lo
alum can bt1.
Trinity?
i
What U it you did for them?
thank VrimeeAlimez-CuldrroiiiorherwillI think it is extremely important to ingness to be. our first victim.
And after that?
|
The first year 1 worked in their un-

I
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The Death Of Economics: A Qassical Model Reviewed
^°" '

We have all you need
• L O W StUDENT/yoUTH AKASE5
• EURAJL PASSES ISSUED O N THE SPOT!
• INTERNATICNAI STUDENT/YOUTH i D c w s
4

BuresT HOTELS • TRAVEL GEAE

• LANGUAGE COURSES
• ADVENTURE TOURS
• LET'S G O BOOKS
• YOUTH HOSTEL MEMBERHIPS
• WORK ABROAD PERMITS
• STULT/ ABROAD PROGRAMS
'STUDENT TRAVELS" MAGAZINE

but nevertheless a machine, who's workings can be understood by putting together carefully and meticulously its comDoes your economics course boil ponent parts.
The behavior of the system as a
down to standard micro- and macroeconomics, applying differential calcu- whole can be deduced from a simple
lus to simple linear systems? Are your aggregation of these components. A leprofessors living in the idealized world ver pulled in a certain part of the maofcompetitiveequilibrium,endlesslyma- chine with a certain strength will have
nipulating mathematical symbols in a regular and predictable outcomes elselinear, timeless environment? Do they where in the machine.
keep talking about the economy as if it
In the basement of the London
were a machine rather than a living or- School of Economics lives a remarkable
ganism?
object.
In the 1950's, Bill Phillips, an engiIf your answer to all these questions
is "Yes!" then you maybe studying one neer turned economist, built a machine
of the last bastions of outdated, neoclas- to teach his students the workings of the
economy. Levers are pulled, buttons
sical thought.
The situation in economics today pressed, Sluice gates open, and liquids of
parallels that of astronomies in the middle different colors rush around the tubes of
ages when the belief that the sun re- the system in a controlled way. This
volved around the earth led to models of machine still survives, the very embodienormous complexity as scholars ment of the economist's view of the world.
Environmentalist's, by contrast, see
struggled to account for ever more discrepancies between the observed paths the world as a living organism. Prodding
of the heavenly bodies and those required the system in a certain place may someby theory. Eventually, the entire model times cause the beast to hop in one direction, sometimes in another, and somewas scrapped.
Economists see the world as a ma- times it will not move at all. The behavior
chine. A very complicated one perhaps, of the system may well be quite different

BY SUE POLANSKY
Features Writer

from what might be anticipated from
extrapolation of the model of the behavior of individuals. Individual behavior
does not take place in isolation. On the
contrary, there are impacts on the behavior of other individuals, which in turn
cause feedback in other parts of the system, and so on and so forth. Behavior is
altogether too complex to be captured
by a mechanistic approach.
But it is not just environmentalists
who have adopted this complex model
as a practical method of analysis. Increasingly, hard headed mathematicians
working in biology, climatology, chemistry, and even physics are coming to see
it as a more powerful way of understanding the world.
So instead of becoming an old school
logic freak, ask your professor what Robert Heilbronner meant when he warned:
"Before economics can progress, it must
abandon its suicidal formalism." Ask
them about the assumptions on which
their models are built; and about the
nonlinear mathematical techniques now
being used in biology, climatology, and
environmental science. You just might
be surprised at the paradigm shift now
underway in your discipline.
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jSpellinglOl
In an effort to increase turnout
jat their events, ORL has decided to
jchangeour beloved mascot. According to their bed sheet hung from \
Cook Arch, we are now the "Trinity j
Bantams."
Despite repeated attempts, I
Around Trinity has been unable to [
determine what exactly a "bantam"
is. AbudgetrequestforaDarwirtian I
voyage in search of the illustrious |
"bantam" is currently pending be- I
fore the SGA Budget Committee.

Spelling 102
In a related incident, Trinity's
Greek population is apparently expanding. An unknown Fraternity,
Psi - Epsilon, will be running this
years' blood drive.
Although Around Trinity has
been unable to contact Psi - Upsilon,
wewonderwhy they were willingto
give up such a successful community service event. Around Trinity
wonders if maybe these incidents
were instead a result of letting the
freshman class run PR.

Carnival Cruise
Lines
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Ferguson Prizes in Government

Summer Fellowship

The Ferguson Prizes in Government, founded in 1890 by
the late Professor Henry Ferguson of the Class of 1868, are
offered for the two best essays submitted for any undergraduate course, tutorial, or seminar in the Department of Political
Scienceduringtheacademicyear. Thecaseprizesare:$600for
first place and $400 for.second place.- All essays must be
typewritten. They must be submitted to the Chairman of the
Department by March 24,1995.

From mid-June to mid-August, sixtoten college undergraduates will be selected to attend the Historic Deerfield
Summer Fellowship Program in Early American History and
Material Culture. The select group of students will participate
in an intensive examination of early American history, architecture, decorative arts, museum interpretation, and. museum
operations. Applicants must be college sophomores, juniors,
or seniors as of January ^,1995. 'Completed applications are
due April 1,1995; applkanfe^vjH-benotiriedinirjid-ApriL Any
interested students should request a fellowship brochure and
application by writing to Dr. Kenneth Hafertepe, Director of
Academic Programs, Historic Deerfield, Inc., Deerfield, MA
01342 or call (413) 774-5581.

Trinity Holds Celebration of Women's
literature
Trinity College Alumnae who have received national
acclaim for their literary work wfll be featured in a two-day
celebration of the arts. "Trinity Women and the Literary Art"
will be held Thursday and Friday, February 2 and 3, in the
Faculty Club in Hamlin Hall; all events are free and open to
the public. On February 2 at 4:00 P.M., alumnae Pamela
Boulton, Class of 1988; Martha Ramsey, Class of 1975; and
Wendy Rawlins,Classof 1988, willpresentreadings followed
by a reception; at 8:00 P.M. Scott will give a reading also
followed by a reception. On Feb 3 at 10:30 A.M., Egloff and
Scott will lead "Coffee Hour" discussions with Trinity students; at 4:00 P.M., Egloff , &ott, and TwitcheU wiU participate
in a panel discussion titled "Poetry, Fiction, and Drama: The
Function of Art in the Community;" and at 8:00 P.M., Egloff
and Twitchell will present readings followed by a reception.

Starting Thursday, February 2 at 7:00 P,M.rBorders Books
and Music Manchester begin their monthly Open Folk Acoustic Jam Night. Everyone is welcome on the first Thursday of
every month to the open jam held at the store's Expresso bar.
Musicians, bring your instruments and sign up as early as 6:30
P.M. A P.A. system is supplied, Formore information call (203)
649-1433.

Lectures
The International Studies Program and the Asian Studies
Program is sponsoring a lecture given by Mr. You-Wei Chen,
Former Political Counselor at the Chinese Embassy, Washington D.C., entitled "China's Uncertain Voyage Toward the
21st Century." The lecture will be held in the Rittenberg
Lounge on Wednesday, February 8,1995 at 4:15 P.M.
On February 6,1995, at 7:30 P.M. the Cesare Barbieri
Endowment for Italian Culture is sponsoring a lecture entitled "Purgatorio IX" by Virginia Jewiss of Dartmouth College. The lecture will be held in Hamlin Hall and a reception
and refreshments will follow.

Theater
On Saturday, February 4 at 3:30 P.M., storyteller Charlotte Blake Alston and jazz violinist John Blake Jr. will hold a
program entitled "Raccoon and Other Tales" in the Goodwin
Theater, Austin Arts Center. The program is a benefit for the
Trinity College Community Child Care Center Scholarship
Fund. Admission: $5 General; $3 Children and 60+ with ID.
The February Food Bank Program is requesting nonperishable food items to be dropped off at any local VFW Post.
The food would benefit the Second Harvest Food Banks of
Connecticut and over five hundred direct feeding organizations in the state. The Holiday season may be over, but the
season of giving continues.

Erotic Koalas
Around Trinity has been made
aware that the SGA V.P. of Finance
has been conducting a survey of the
sexual properties of mentholyptos.
In consideration of EROATS (Encouraging Respect of Around
Trinity's Sexuality) we will update
you as to the results of said study.
We have also asked the Business
Office to inform us if any Hall's
menthoyptus cough drops a r e
charged to the SGA account.

Kudos
Around Trinity would like to
applaud Betfy'sperformanceatCleo
this weekend. Being a fan of nothing
but Ukrainian Accordion music, we
consider this to be Betty's best campus appearance yet.

Chapel Happenings
Tuesday-Wednesday: 5:00 P.M. Evening Worship
Wednesday: 5:30 P.M. Carillon Guild
Thursday. 5:00 P.M. Evening Worship ,
Sunday: 1:00 P.M. Holy Eucharist
Bishop Alexander Stewart
5:00 P.M. Roman Catholic Mass
Monday: 5:00 P.M. Evening Worship

Classifieds
Spring Break '95
America's #1 Spring Break Company!
Cancan, Bahamas, or Florida!
110% Lowest Price Guarantee!
Organize 15 friends and TRAVEL FREE! Call for our
finalized 1995 Party Schedules!! (800) 95-BREAK

SPRING BREAK
Nassau/Paradise Island, Cancun, Jamaica from $299!
Air, hotel, transfers. Parties and more! Organize small groupearn FREE trip plus commissions!
Call 1-800-822-0321
W O R K IN PARADISE!

Earn to $12/hour + tips!
Positions Available at Nationwide destinations including
Hawaii, Florida, Alaska, etc. Call:
(206)632-0150 e x t R50791

Help Wanted - STUDENTS...

Open Fire!
Rumors are flying almost as fast
as bullets. Apparently, while at
Chucky's this weekend, the off campus shuttle was involved in a melee
of automatic weaponry.
Although neither a target nor a
victim, we nonetheless suggest that
all drivers be armed with Tech 9s,
Black Talon bullets, and Flak Jackets.

- i J ^; cr

Borders Seeks Musicians

Giving is Year-Round!
Around Trinity would like to
thank Cruise Director Peters for his
free publicity of our editors in a recent voice maiL In a show of gratitude, Around Trinity and TheTripod's
editorial staff will attempt to ensure
that Dean Peters is mentioned in all
of our issues. ~

-

Send Your
Announcements
To The Tripodl
Box 702582

Over 120 American manufacturers need you to assemble
products at home. Circuit boards, jewelery, holiday
decorations, etc. Earn $280 to $652 weekly. Part time/full
time. Experience unnecessary/will train. You're paid
weekly.
Call 1-602-680-7444 Ext. 1001C

Cinestudio

The Professional

Wed-Sat 7:30 P.M.

(1994) Written and directed by Luc Besson. Cinematography by Thierry Arbogast. Cast: Jean Reno, Gary Oldman, Natalie
Portman, Danny Aiello. French Director Luc Besson's newest film, set in New York City, has all of the style, pacing and
sophistication. Besson regular Jean Reno is the professional hitman of the title, who takes a young girl under his wing when
her family is wiped out by the orders of an evil government agent (Gary Oldman).

Gitnmie Shelter

Fri-Sat 9:50 P.M.

(1970) Directedby Albert and David Maysles. With: The Rolling Stones, Ike and Tina Turner, Grace Slick. Sharinga25th
Anniversary with Woodstock, Gimmie Shelter ditches the slogans of peace and love and concentrates on delivering the music.
The Maysles Brothers began filming the '69 tour of the darkly ironic and still dangerous Stones, only to see it crash land into
violence with the infamous free concert in Altamount.

Slingshot

Sun 2:30 P.M.

(Sweden, 1994) Written and directed by Ake Sandgren, based on the novel by Roland Schutt. Cast: Jesper Salen, Stellan
Skarsgard, Basia Frydman. For a young boy coming of age in Sewden of the 1920's, it doesn't make things any easier when
your father is a militant socialist and your mother a Russian Jew. Slingshot has a memorable defiant child who takes the blows
of his schoolmates, teachers and older brother and keeps on going. Based on a true story, it is both an impeccable re-creation
of Sweden in the time of trolleys and horse-drawn carts, and a timeless comedy on the ups and downs of childhood.

Double Feature: IDon't Want To TalkAbout It
(Slingshot Sun-Tue 9:30 P.M.) f

Sun-Tue 7:30 P.M.

(Argentina, 1994) Directed by Marisa Luisa Bemberg. Screenplay by Bemberg, Jorge Goldenberg, from a story by Julio
Unas. Cast: Marcello Mastroianni, Luisiana Brando, Alexandra Podesta. The film's quietly fascinating heroine lives with her
possessive mother who refuses to face the fact that her only daughter is a dwarf. The fairy-tale, dreamlike existence is shattered
when a handsome older gendernan with secrets of his own arrive in town.
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Women's Squash Defeated By Princeton Tigers
graduate. While it is not easy to fell oil Saturday, 3-0, to a new
jump into playing collegiate^ face on the Princeton squad".
squash at this level, Carbonell Freshman Missy Wyant, out of
The Princeton Tigers has made the adjustment Cincinnati, OH, played as
marched in confidently, smoothly, with great poise and though she will be a force to be
undistracted by Trinity's cheer- concentration, and has really reckoned withfor years to come.
ing fans Saturday afternoon, and come into her own. With the Whitmore did have some
soundly beat the Bantams, 7-2. win on Saturday, a 3-0 pasting streaks of greatness inher match
But the Trinity squad expected of Princeton's Connie Taylor '96, though, especially in set three,
that they would be in for a tough she raised her match record to 4- Despite being downy she did nof
afternoon, due to the over- 1 on the season.
give up and fought bitterly to
Carbpnell'S" qutstariciing _ the end. She even won the longwhelming reputation that
Princeton brought with them. record, and the strpng cherrds- est point of the afternoon due to
The Bantams did not go'down l tryshefeelswithherteammates,' Her persistence: arid'quickness,
easily, however, and'put up '&' havecombined to ea^e her;tran-- 3 ^tKtfef'i-* Record; Whitmore
good fight, providing a com' is doing her best tp keep her
petitive challenge to the tigers. thoughts on the team showiidw headup, buther experience and
"When Yale came we were close the members have become: leadership have been a consisreally nervous," said Serena "At times it can be very intimi- tent force in keeping the team
Carbonell, the Bantams standout dating being a freshrrtan ton a together, regardless of her refreshman. "Our scores were not squash team with a lot of upper- sults on the court.
as good as we had hoped, and classmen, but it is really Sfun,
Except for the few bright
Princeton is supposed to be a and I think the girls squash team spots of Carbonell and Young's
better team than Yale, so when has a really strong bond. I just performances,
Princeton
Princeton came today we knew enjoyplayingwitheveryoneand snatched the win prerry' easily
that all we could do was relax we all look to each other for out of the Bantams hands. The
support, which is helpful and team learned from this match,
and try to play our best."
Coming off their 8-1 win we don't look down upon one however, and they are looking
over Dartmouth, Trinity had another when things go wrong." forward to taking revenge on
Not to be overshadowed by the Tigers in March at the Howe
momentum, but long points and
tough drop shots got the better herrookie teammate, Young has Cup down at Yale.
of most of the players. Still, proven to be another big story
"The team has been makjunior Carolyn Young, in the No. on this talented team. With her ing adjustments in their games
3 slot and Carbonell at No. 2, 3-1 win over Princeton's Corey and will continue to do so," said
pulled off some impressive wins. Brennan '96, she was able to keep coach Bartlett after the loss, "and
Coach Bartlett was very pleased her undefeated record alive. we can just keep getting better
with their individuals perfor- Now at 5-0 she will try to keep and better." The women will
mances: "Serena and Carolyn her dream season going as the travel up to Williamstown to,
played beautifully and they team challenges Williams and meet the Purple Cows as well ag
Tufts this week.
were excellent wins."
the Tufts Jumbos this Saturda^f
At this point in the season,
Senior captain Kate as they look to return with two
teammates have been impressed Whitmore, playing in the num- wins to improve their 3-2 team
with Carbonell, a Westminster ber one-position on the team, record.
BY LIZ ALEXANDER
Sports Writer
~~

Sally Aman returns a shot Saturday against Princeton.

RYAN EMERY

Pizzas:
Cheese Pizza
Toppings

Small (12")

Large (16")

$4

$.50

$7
$1

Sheet (18x24)
$12

$2.50

Cheese Pizza

Subs:
BLT, meatball, cooked salami, genoa salami, pepper oni,
tuna, ham & cheese, sausage, meatless, eggplant
Italian, roast beef, turkey, veal, turkey & bacon,
chicken parmigiana, pastrami
Half: $4 Whole: $5.25

ISmall, 1 topping pizza &
I 6-pack ofRC Cola.

Salads;

I Large, 1 topping pizza &
16-pack ofRC Cola.

Chef, Greek, Tuna, Antipasto:
Tossed Salad:

$6
$4

Dinners:
Ravioli, Chicken Parmigianav
Stuffed Shells, Manicotti: $5.25
Lasagna, Shells or Spaghetti with
Meatball, sausage or shrimp: $6
Spaghetti or Shells: $5

Gyros: $4.25 Wings: $5

™i

$6.50

i

j Any large grinder &
16-pack of RC Cola. ,

i,..... .::; v-^"' f - r - - -•110 Hot Wings &
16-pack ofRC Cola.
I
:
^_

$7.50
$7.50

278-4334

. j
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Rolling, Rolling, Rolling: Men Win Ninth Straight
continued from page 20

11 assists. Wolff chipped in with
11, and Chris Reh '95 continued his consistent play with 6
points, 7 rebounds and 5
blocked shots.
On Wednesday, the Bantams traveled to Worcester,
past Toll Booth Willy, to face
the W.P.I. Engineers, and.their
leading scorer, Chris Dunn
(26.2 ppg). With a hobbling
Wolff, Trinity had some concern, especially facing a good
team. Furthermore, after four
straight home games, a road
contest presented an added
challenge. "We knew that it
wouldbea tough game,butwe
also knew if we played together, we would win," explained Reh.
In the early minutes of the
contest, the Engineers looked
like they were going to stop the
high-scoring Bantam offense as
they went into a triangle and
two defense, geared specifically
to contain Trinity's two leading scorers, Wolff and
McKelvin. "We had a feeling
that W.P.I, would play some
kind of gimmick defense, but
we knew others had to step up
to complement Keith and
Troy," commented Ogrodnik.
As a result, Reh and Dane Aiken
'95 (13 first half points) started
hitting some jump shots, and
along with Kinzeler's inside
play, the Bantams looked like
they would be able to pull
away. When Aiken hit a three
pointer with 4:08 to go in the
first half, to increase the Bantams lead to eight, 34-26, the
Engineers responded to the
challenge. Led by Dunn and
Mike Shannon, W.P.I outseored
Trinity 12-4 for the remainder
of the half and the score was
tied 38-38 going in to the locker
room.

During halftime, the Bantams were able to regroup and
come out strong as they scored
the first eight points of the half,
and eventually extended their
lead to 15,57-42, with 13:00 left
in the game. The Engineers went
on a mini-run of their own to get
back into the game, cutting the
Bantams lead to five, 61-56, wi th
8:27 to go. Clinging to the lead,
the Bantams were lifted by freshman Brendon Gallagher, who

though they shot poorly (a combined 7 for 24), added 13 each.
Reh and Kinzeler combined for
21 points and 18 rebounds for
Trinity, who had entered the
game ranked #4 in New England.
With two days to prepare
for the next game, the Bantams
were looking forward to returning home to play Connecticut
College. The Camels came to
Hartford suffering from a rash
of injuries, but on Saturday, a
full squad still wouldn't have
stopped the Bantams. Trinity
jumped out to a 17-5 lead as
Aiken scored six points and
McKelvin uncorked five assists.
The Bantams extended their lead
to 30-9 with 10:20 left and to 40scored the next six points, and 11 when Kinzeler scored four
extended the Bantam lead to ten, consecutive points. Thoroughly
67-57 with 5:21 left in the game. frustrated with his team's play,
Gallagher, along with the senior Connecticut College coach
trio of Aiken (12), Kinzeler (11) Glenn Miller called his third
and Reh (7), combined for 39 timeout with 8:21 left. At that
rebounds, nine more than the point, Ogrodnik placed many
entire W.P.I, team. Control of reserves into the game, and the
the glass was one of the big dif- Camels reduced the lead to 15 at
ferences in the game as the Ban- halftime, 46-31. Still upset over
tams secured some big rebounds his team's play and the officiaton both sides of the ball down ing, Miller received a technical
foul at halftime which would
the stretch.
For the last five minutes of enable the Bantams to shoot two
the game, the Bantams kept the free throws at the beginning of
lead in the 7-10 point range as the second half.
they hit their free, throws and
After Wolff hit both free
contained the Engineer three throws, the Bantams cruised
point threats. McKelvin, Wolff, through the rest of the half as
Reh, and Kinzeler all hit their every member of the squad
free throws down the stretch played. When freshman Tim
and the Bantams prevailed 78- Lynch scored off an offensive
68. "The win was definitely big," rebound to put the Bantams over
said Ogrodnik. "It enabled us to the century mark, the crowd
get more notoriety (bvbg^iil^T-?..
ranked team on fKe road.), and and Trinity won 101-71. "Once"
also showed that we have a bal- again for the high-scoring Bananced scoring attack." Balanced tams, the five starters scored in
scoring was the edge for the double figures led by Kinzeler
Bantams as all five starters (6/6 shooting), Wolff and
scored in double figures, led by McKelvin, who all scored 13
Aiken's20. Wolff and McKelvin, points. Aiken and Reh chipped

Pat Kinzeler '95 skies for a rebound as teammate
Dane Aiken '95 looks on in the Bantams' romp over
Connecticut College
in with 11 points each and com- they are on the road for all three
bined for 20 rebounds. Fresh- games. On Tuesday, Trinity will
man Craig Moody took game play ClarkUniversity at 7:30PM
scoring honors with 17 points, and this weekend, then will
including two three point goals. make their annual journey to
fer and Jason Webster
combined for 15 more points.
The win was the Bantam's ninth
straight on the season and second straight over the Camels.
This week proves to be a
challenge for the Bantams as

Bowcfotrir TSfSfff games trorn
Maine can be heard live on
WRTC radio. If the team survives the week, next Wednesday, February 8th, will be the
game of the season, Williams
(#1 ranked) invades Oosting.

Defensive Effort Keys Bantams' Fast Start; Climb to 4th in Polls
continued from page 20

Wesleyan senior Allison
Palmer had made school history in her previous game
against Smith by becoming the
all-time rebounding leader at
Wesleyan with 840. On Thursday, her twin sister, Angie, completed the historic week by scoring 16 points in the game against
Trinity and thus became the
Wesleyan career scoring leader
with 1,200 points. But, their efforts weren't enough to overcome a relentless Bantam attack.
Sue Dinklage '97 kept the
game close at the start. Her
stingy defense limited Angie
Palmer's scoring. But, Allison
Palmer was on fire, and the

Palmer twins scored the first 23
points for the Cardinals.
Trinity kept things close
and jumped out to a seven point
lead on strong shooting performances by Dinklage and Toolan.
But, with two minutes left in the
firsthalf,Trinity's34-281eadwas
suddenly eliminated and the
Bantams went into the half tied
at 34.
Trinity came out inspired
in the second half and produced
a 55-41 lead, with a 21-7 run that
was highlighted by five consecutive steals by Ryczek and Toolan.
Wesleyan's inexperienced
guards, Rachel Sanchez '98 and
Jodie Langs '98 could not handle
the tenacious pressure exhibited

by the Trinity defense. The result was an insurmountable
lead, that Wesleyan could not
quite overcome. The Cardinals
got as close as two points (57-55)
with five minutes left, but two
three-pointers by Toolan iced
the game for the Bantams.
Martin led the Bantams
with 12 rebounds, while Toolan
finished with 27 points, and is
now averaging 20.4 points per
game this season. If she continues her current pace, she will
break the school record for the
highest single season scoring average. Also, Toolan now has
985 points for her career. She is
15 points away from becoming
only the fourth person in Trinity

Do You Want VISA & MasterCard Credit Cards?
Now you can have two of the most recognized and
k accepted credit cards In the world...Vlsa» and MasterCard®
credit cards-'ln your name." EVEN IF YOU ARE NEW IN
CREDIT or HAVE BEEN TURNED DOWN BEFORE!
VISA® and MasterCard* the credH cards you
deserve and need lor— ID—BOOKS—DEPARTMENT
STORES—TUITION—ENTERTA1NM ENT—
EMERGENCY CASH—TICKETS—RESTAURANTSHOTELS—MOTELS—GAS—CAR RENTALSREPAIRS—AND TO BUILD YOUR CREDIT RATING!

1

me-

card

,n»M*^
t»O*!&
S^l^^to ***^f

history to score over 1,000 points
in a career.
Coach Pine, pleased with
the team's performance,
commented, "Ryczek's
quickness has been incredible and Dinklage
has done a great job defensively. Overall, it's
probably the best group of
kids I've been with!"
As far as performance
is concerned, the Bantams
will have to step up their
play when they take on
sixth ranked Clark tonight. Trinity goes into
the game currently rated
fourth in the New England
Women's Basketball As-

sociation Poll, and they defeated
Clark for the first time ever last
season. Clark is as solid as ever,
though, and this year should be
even tougher.
-. _
"We've been
playing sloppy but
winning," noted
Sarmuk. "We really
have to play at a
higher level when we
go against Clark."
Following the game
in Worcester, Massachusetts, Trinity will travel to
Maine to take on Bates on
Friday, February 3rd at 8:00
PM followed by a 3:00 PM
game at Bowdoin the next afternoon.

f

CAHPUS'CARD. BOX 2206 l5. HOLLYWOOD. FL 55022

Caid&approved Immediately. 100% GUARANTEED!

NAME
ADDRESS _
CITY
=

PHONE

STATE
. S.S.*

ZIP

No turn downs!
• SIGNATURE
No credit checks!
Ho
NOTE: MasterCard Is » i«glstercd tradcnaik rf MastciOtrd Infcroaltonai. Inc.
security deposit!
Visa is a registered tradeirarii of VISA USA. Inc- and VISA International
l
l t
o* *° *
SEND THE COUPON TODAY
MAIL THIS HO RISK COUPON TODAY
YOUR CREDIT CARDS ARE WAITING!
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Pole Vault Record Falls AsBantams Fare Well
BY BRYAN SATTER&
CHARLES BAKER
Sports Editor & Business Manager

The Trinity men's and
women's indoor track team
wrapped up a successful week
as they both finished second at
Friday's Wesleyan Invitational.
The Bantam men were led by
the record breaking performance of sophomore pole
vaulter "Surfer" Dave Spector,
while the combined performances of the Bantam sprinters
keyed the outcome for the
women. Both teams from
Wesleyan won the meet, which
included squads from Eastern
Connecticut, Stony Brook,
Wheaton, and Keene State.
Spector broke his own
record of 14' 11/4" with a vault
of 14' 4," and easily won the
pole vault event in the meet.
His performance capped a season which so far has been filled
with success, as he has already
qualified for the New England
Division HI Championships.
The Bantam sprinters also
turned in some solid performances. Val Walker '98 and
Michelle Miller '97 completed a
l-2sweep of the 200 meter sprint,
with Walker edging out her
teammate in a photo finish by
.05 seconds. Walker doubled
up to run the 55 meter dash earlier in the day, coming in second
this time at 7.67 seconds, .1 in
front of her teammate and senior co-captain, Michelle Stone,
who was third. Miller also fin-

ished her successful day by
breezing to the win in the 55
meter hurdles, in 9.08 seconds.
The Bantam long sprinters
were as efficient as tiheir counterparts in the shorter distances.
In the 600 meters, Kate Reid '98
stormed past a field of seven to
win the race in 1:51.8. Her teammate Alisha Wayman '95 was
chomping at the bit, finishing
third in 1:54.24. The Bantams
did the 1-3 combo again in the
400 meter race, as Ebony
Roundtree '97 and co-captain
Christine Siegfried '95 circled
the track twice in 1:03.36 and
1:05.68, respectively. The 4X200
relay team of Walker, Miller,
Stone, and Roundtree easily won
their heat, with a solid 1:53.52.
The women distance runners were led by the remarkably
consistent Alexis Colby '95, in
the 1000 meter race, who shattered her projected pace time
and won the race in 3:13.96.
Freshman Sonya Worthy followed Colby's quick lead and
came in a strong third at 3:22.57.
In the 1500 meters, it was Colby
again leading the way, coming
in second at 4:59.12, as she was
beaten only by her arch-rival
fromWesleyan,SarahHann. Liz
Worthy '98 ran fifth at 5:19.09,
and Jill Romano '97 was sixth at
5:27.23 in a field of seventeen.
The men were supported
by the second tremendous performance in a row by the 4X400
team of Bill Bannon '97, Dave
Aucoin '98, Tom McDavitt '95,
and Clyde Ettienne-Modeste '95.

The team, picked to finish third
in their heat, rolled past the favored Stony Brook squad and
won the race with a time of
3:35.92, almost three seconds
faster than last week's second
place performance.
But all four men also proved
that they could be just as competitive individually as they
could as a team. Bannon rocketed past a field of nine fo^win
the 400 meters in 54.26 seconds;

Thomas '96 came in fourth at
23.51 and 23.76 respectively, in
a field of seventeen runners.
Anthony Ruocco '96 finished in
the middle of the pack in the 55
meter hurdles in 9.29 seconds.
Karp and Thomas were again 34 in the 55 meters, Karp running
it in 6.82 seconds and Thomas in
6.9.
The field events were solid
point scoring opportunities for
Trinity on Friday as well. In the

The Bantam sprinters turned in some solid
performances and were near the top of their
heats in nearly all the events.
Ettienne-Modeste and McDavitt, both senior co-captains,
came in first and third, respectively, in the 500 meters.
Ettienne-Modeste paced the
field with a time of 1:09.94, while
McDavitt was close behind at
1:16.49; and Aucoin ran a spirited race in the 800 meters, finishing fifth in 2:05.68.
The distance runners, fueled by the Powerbars found in
the SGA Snak Pak distribution,
competed in the 3000 meters.
Eric Lavigne '98 and Chuck
Baker '97 were vying for second
place right out of the gate. Bob
Bourassa of Keene State destroyed the field with a time of
8:56, but Lavigne finished second at 9:16.40, and Baker followed him in third place at
9:33.77.
In the 200meters, John Karp
'97 came in third, and Myron

shot put, the Bantams swept the
firs t three places, with Seth Poole
'98 (43' 5 1/4") winning, Joe
Cerreto '97 (42'5") second, and
Scott Murphy '98 (42'2") third.
Shawn Marshall '96 was second
in the triple jump, at 41'5", and
Thomas, compering in his third
event of the day finished third
in the long jump at 20' 111/2".
The Bantam 35-pound weight
throwers, came in third (Tiger
Reardon '96, 39'3"), fifth (Rob
Cibotti '97,37' 11 /4"), and sixth
(Joe DeAngelis '97 36'5").
After running their third
meet in six days on Friday, the
Bantam men are given two
weeks off before returning to
actionFebruary 11th, again at
Wesleyan. The meets will be the
final tuneup for the men before
the Division HI New Englands
on February 18th. The women
will be at Smith on Feb. 11th.

Personal
BestsSet
IS

Von Arx '03 won tho 200-y a rtl
frwstyle and the 200-yard
buttwflj I'vuil-i, whik» Dave
Mi Farliind ' ll 7 w.v. victorious
in t! te 3 IHV) jrd fn.vt.lylu. 'I Iwrnas Murray'c>7seU personal
best in the 2i)0-yard backstroke and Uric Graham '96
•sel B personal bosl in the 200yfli'd brejslhlroki.'. Scon
Heidorn '97 was victorious
in the 400-yard individual
mod ley and Rob Johnson 'Q7
set a personal bes>t dtirinj; his
victory in the IOOf 1-yard
freestyle.
In an nnw^inj; trend,
Trinily's .-.wiriinier:, have
been con-fihlentLy shattering
their person.!! records
throughout the course o( ihe
stjrihoii. These dccoinniisiimenU bode wefi for the future wlvn ilie Bantams compcl« in the W w ftnglaiuK
As Von Arx Veiled, "The foci
I hat people .ire setting personal bo^hanil qualifying tor
New Knglnnds reflects the
depth of our training." Dave
MiTarland '97 echoed the
sentiment, and articulated
the team's lone for the rebl of
thr season: ''We have a much
clearer focus of wiia t we w am
to do in the New England?
!hU}i>nr."
The team's next meetwill
be against CnniHVtiml College (his Saturday at 1 p.m. in
New London.

(My $1,773. Or about $33. a month?

Macintosh Perform^ 636 w/CD
8MB RAM/250MB bard drtve, CD-ROM drive,
14" color display, keyboard, museandall

a^
Only $1,474. Or about $29. a month.'

Macintosh Performs* 578 w/CD
8MB RAM/320MB hard drive, CD-ROM drive,
14" color display, keyboard, mouse and all the
software you're likely to need.

BUY AN APPLE MACINTOSH NOW. PAY FOR IT LATER.'
We're not just making it easier for you to buy a Macintosh* we're making it easier
for you to buy something else you really need—time. Because for a limited
time, with the Apple Computer Loan and 90-Day Deferred Payment Plan, you can
own a Macintosh personal computer, printer, CD-ROM drive or other periph-

erals without making a single paymentfor90 days: Combine that with no hassles,
no complicated forms and already great student pricing, and the easy-to-use
Macintosh is now incredibly easy to buy. The Apple ComputerT Loan
Luaii and
HULL 90-Day
yu-uay
Deferred Payment Plan. The solution that gives you the
power every student needs. The power to be your best!

Applet

For further information visit the Computer Store in the
MCEC, Room 115 or call 297-2007
•dApple Cotnpuler loan ^expires February n, 1995. No payment tfmler& orprm^
accruing during this90-day periodwillbe addedto principal, andthe prirj^arnount, as so increased, wiUlbereafa bear interest uM£u.ilt be indua^
'Montbfy'payment is an estimate based on foe
following information. For tbeltyormrf6}6WCDsystemsbwnbere,apukl}aseprice(f$1,87938, wbicbtndudesfa
oblation if $33. fatbePerformt578wJWsy$temshownbere,apurrbasepTice(f$l£62.44,wbicbmcl^
(29. Computer sje^em prices, loan amounts and sales taxes may vary. See your aidorwlAgileCanpus
,
maximum of$10,000. You may lake ottlmsrs than one loan, but lbs total (faSloans Cannot exceed$10,000 GTmtutlly.A55%loanoriginatiDnfa v^teadded to tlxrequesledloan amount. Theinterestrate avariable, based
on lie commercial paper raleplusS35%. Fortbemontb of November, 1994,foeinterest rate was 10.85% wlA an Amual Percentage gale of 12.10%. 8-year loan term aaS m prepaymentpenalty. Hsmm&y payment and the
Annud?ercenta&R& shorn assume fbe9Q4ay deferment rfprmdpdmtdmlerestdsscr^^
Deferment ail cbangeyour monthly payments. Tie Apple Computer Iain is subject to credit approval. Apple Computer lam and 90-Day Deferred Payment Plan offers available only to qualifying students, faculty and staff.

n<r_—it,u,_i. *— i-j

«^JJMI.C—K...o_jr—_^_™-.,/i., 'Sil9g4ifpleO3inpt^er,hcMr^itsr$sertied.J^e1 &eAppkhg>,MaiiaiA Psifmaand'tbepomertobeyourbesr'are regbtersd
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Bantams Rebound From Babson Paying College Athletes
Debacle to Put Holy Cross On Ice Will Ruin Competition

after the first stanza. In the second period, Babson broke the
game wide open with five goals
Going into this weekend, as they extended their lead to 7the Bantam hockey team had 3. Trinity was unable to recover
eleven games remaining on their from their inconsistent play in
schedule, ten of which were the second period and fell to the
league games. Trinity squared Foxes 11-5. It was a frustrating
off against Babson and Holy defeat for the Bantams, although
Cross on Friday and Saturday, they proved during the first peboth opponents E.C.A.C East riod and a half of the game that
foes and hungry for league vic- they could play on the level of
tories.
the Foxes. Five penalties in the
The Bantams looked as if last two periods, along with
they had regained their pre- slopppy defensive play, resulted
Christmas form in the three in a lopsided victory for Babson.
games preceeding Friday night's
Trinity had no time to sulk
contest with Babson. Going into over Friday night's loss as they
the game, the Bantams were in faced off against E.C.A.C. East
fifth place in the league trailing foe Holy Cross at 7:30 p.m. on

BYDONGOWANm
Sports Writer

Muse, the Bantams were able to
jump to a 4-1 third period lead
and held on for 4-3 victory. Junior goaltender, Jason Pinto, kept
his winning streak alive as he
raised his win loss record to 6-00 as a starter.
This weekend's games symbolized the inconsistent play
which has plagued the Bantam
hockey team this year. They
started the season with a loss at
UConn, then went on a seven
game unbeaten streak, which included six wins in a row, one
againsttop-rankedMiddlebury
3-2 in overtime.
They came back after the
Christmas vacation and
dropped two in a row to Buffalo

BYCTAYSIFGF.RT
Writer

there nre surely any number of
1 )i\ i<?ion u and 111 teams in various spoi Is that can defeat their
Di\ ision [counterparts. Questions such as these challenge
the applicability of Byers'
proposition.
Per.soi\aBy,Iatninfetvorof
college athletes being compensated for making millions of
dollars for their coaches and
iinivei si ties- Since, their colleges are exploiting their players off oi ts and talent, it is only
natural that the athletes should
share a slice of the profits.
However, despite my personal
views, it is imperative that this
financial arrangement not be
adopted.
Theprbspectofpayingcollege athletes threatens the purity of collegiate sports. This is
not to say that paying athletes
will ruin the 'amateur' standing of the NCAA — surely this
has already been accomplished
by theplethora of endorsement
contracts, corporate sponsorships and TV revenue shares
that have been awarded to university athletic- departments.
Hut rather, compensation to the
athlete would be threatening
the foundation that makes college athletics so exciting and
fun — the competition.
Byers's proposition will
create a new stratification
among collegiate athletic programsthat will go beyond the
competition on the turf of the
football field or the hardwood
of the basketball court
Hie plan to pay athletes
will ultimately make schools
' athletically superior to one another within a. superficially
non-athletic environment: the
financial one. It is a fact that the
college sports world has become an athletic-commercial
complex. But to this date the
financial magnitude of the medium has not affected the actual on-the-^field competition
between the schools involved.
If money were to become an
influence on the college athlete
—such as the way in which it
has become one on the professional — then the authenticity
of collegiate sports will be
cheapened, and its competitiveness will be undercut.

The former executive diiei loi nf tin.1 National Collegiate
Athletic Association (NCAA)
recently -said that college athletes should be relieved of their
'amateur' .status and should be
paid for playing spoi ts Walter
Byers,, who retired in 1.987, said
man in terviow w i thti.vAs^ociPress that college sports
are governed by a 'neo plantation mentality," where coaches
act as "overseers" who "own
the athlete's body.". He stated
his belief that "the- athletes,
should have the same access to
the_ commercial marketplace
that the supervisors and overseers as well as other students
have/' so that athletes could
"participate in the enormous
proceeds" generated by college
sports.
I thirtk that Byers' proposition is hazardousbecauseofthe
effects that it would ha\ eon the
entire sphere of intt'i-onlloginte
athletics.
When Byers t.iMs for the
permitting <>t athletes to "participate in the enormous piof
ceed«" »f "'Moj'e athletics, he is
1
refe ' ".. •• the athletes who
plaj .•! •-. me collegiate .".thlerir; i1 .•-!• .'is, like the baoketball ' • •« the University of
Norm onoima and the football
team at tho University of Miami. These athlete earn huge
profits for their universities by
playing on national television
every weekend and filling their
stadiums with thousands of
ALICE YAMADA
Bantams Billy Hogan (5) and Craig Muse swarm the net against the Babson defense
people;: Because of the;situain the Red Foxes' 11-5 victory Friday night.
Soils at these schools: it is unthird place Babsonby two games Saturday. Trinity played with StateandTufts,bothnon-league derstandable that Byers thinks
in the win column.
the same intensity against the teams with lesser talent. They the athletes should be paid.
On Friday night, Trinity Crusaders team as they did followed that up with a three
Wriile Byers. proposition
seemed to lose the momentum against Babson. The result was game winning streak, high- makes sense irt some instances,
of the three game winningstreak a hard fought 4-3 win for Trin- lighted by two road league vic- it does not fit within the NCAA
when they fell to Babson 11-5. ity, in front of a hostile crowd of tories at New Engalnd College system of governing the equalTrinity played well in the first over 500 Bantam faithful. Play- and St. Anselm's. They seemed ity of collegiate athletics. First,
period and a half, out shooting ing without injured captain to have regained the style of would all athletes, regardless
the Fire Foxes 9-1 in the first Brendan Monahan '95 and play that they had before Christ- of sport, be eligible for compenperiod. Still, they trailed 2-1 sophmore sensation Craig mas. With a sloppy performance sation? I assume that there
against Babson and a solid ef- would be a demand that if you
fort against Holy Cross, itis hard pay certain athletes then you
to tell where the Bantams are must pay them alL Second,
headed for the rest of the sea- would men and women getpaid
son.
equally even though men's
There is no doubt that the teams traditionally make more
rious in the 200-yard butterfly
BYCLAYSEIGERT
Bantams can compete and win money? With legislation, such
and also swam well in the 400- in the E.C.A.C East. However, as Title IX, regulating gender
Sports Writer
• With the proliferation of
yard individual medley. Guild
they have to be more consistent equality in collegiate sports it strikes, holdouts, egotism, and
As the season winds had her best time of the season
in their level of play to be suc- would be impossible topay only greed, we have witnessed the
down, Trinity's swimmers are m the 50-yard freestyle. Obel
cessful.
the male athletes that are mak- degradationoftheprofessional
setting their sights on the New set a personal best in the 200-.
The Bantams hit the road ing milJions on television while ranks because of the detrimenEnglands, For the remainder yardbreaststrokeandMcBride
this weekend for contests against denying similarly situated fe- tal influenceofwealth. Itwould
of the season, they will use their won the 500-yard freestyle. The
the Colby Mules on Friday night males. Third, what would be be a shame if collegiate sports
meets to hone their technique women's competiton was
and the Bowdoin Polar Bears on the compensation for Division — the ias.t realm of high-level
and mentally prepare for the marked by many hotly-conSaturday night before returning II and III athletes? Shouldn't unbridled competition — sufrigors of tournament competi- tested races. Cheryl Buchanan
home next weekend to take on they be paid also? After all fered the same fate.
tion. Each meet will be a step- '95 said, "There were a lot of ^alfam ^fofrp a n d T TTVTPQQ /RitQfnn
ping stone for the New close races that we came out on
Engiands, and the team's per- top of." The Bantams are lookformance will give indications ing for this type of competition
of how well it will do in ihe to pay off in the post-season.
post-season. Based on their
For the men, the meet
performance against Wheaton against Wheaton was used to
on Saturday, it is evident that compliment their usual trainwhen the post-season rolls ing regiment.
Because
around the Bantams are going Wheaton's team was not as
to be very successful.
strong as others, the Bantams
The women's team was decided to race in "off-events"
FUST HELP I S J U S T
CALL AUAYI
lead by Beth Downer '95, instead of their regular ones.
Caitlin Corbiere '96, Allison The intent of this decision was
HR RECORDING)
f
Guild '97, Addrianne Ober '98 to vary their workout and give
experience
in
other
events.
and Allison McBride "98.
Downer swam a season's best
The men's team received
time in the 200-yardbaekstroke outstanding performances
BUDGETMASTER
BOX 6 1 5 , HOLLYyOOD, F!_ 33022.
which qualified her for theNew' from many swimmers. Jared
Englands. Corbiere was victoplease turn to page 17

Swimmers Peaking
Toward Season's End

your debts into@ne
easy-to-manag® payment

"Bad credit no problem. ALL accepted based on ability to pay.
A Pmm&
CaUdE5|ornighll-305-537-3617 .(2^
for your FREE APPLICATION or write s

THIS WEEK IN
BANTAM

Tuesday, January 31
Women's Basketball ©Clark 5:30
p.m.
Men's Basketball @ Clark 7:30
p.m.
Wednesday, February 1
Men's Squash @ Wesleyan 7:00
p.m.
Thursday, February 2
Wrestling @ Coast Guard 7:30
p.m.
Friday, February 3
Men's Basketball @ Bates 6:00
p.m.
Hockey @ Colby 7:00 p.m.
Women's Basketball @ Bates 8:001
p.m.
Saturday, February 4
Wrestling @ NYU Invitational
110:00 a.m.
Men's Basketball @ Bowdoin 1:00
p.m.
Men's and Women's Swimming @
Conn. College 1:00 p.m.
Men's Squash ©Williams 1:00 ;
p.m.
Women's Squash @ Williams and
Tufts 1:00 p.m.
Women's Basketball @ Bowdoin

13:00 p.m.
j Hockey @ Bowdoin 3:00 p.m.
"aJWDcOHSNO
-IdPWHD W D N 3H1NINVDIHDDAI1VH9
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Trinity College men's basketball statistics (13-1)
Keith Wolff
Troy McKelvin
DaneAiken
Pat Kinzeler
Craig Moody
Chris Reh
Brandon Gallagher
Mark Lotty
Jason Webster
Tim Lynch
David Hava
Chris Calio
William Safarik
TOTALS
Opponents

47.8
38.6

40.5
35.8

70.3
68.0

41.9
33.1

90.1
73.1

Trinity College women's basketball statistics (14-0)
B.J. Toolan
| Sue Dinklage
Kara Ryczek
Carolyn Canty
i Sarah Martin
Patty Sarmuk
Susan Laliy
Kate Anderson
Amy Rourke
| Colleen McGlynn
Chris Rideout
Kate McCabe
I Joan Kreie
| TOTALS
! Opponents

41.6
34.9

36.3
31.4

65.4
53.3

38.0
38.7

Wrestling Update
Results from Saturday's Elite Tournament at Swarthmore:
142 lbs. Mark Sealy defeated Duke opponent, made semifinals
150 lbs. Jake Shaw defeated in overtime by eventual champion.
158 lbs. Bob Bligh came in 3rd place in his weight class, compiling
a 5-1 record for the weekend, including impressive wins over I
opponents from Duke and Franklin and Marshall.
158 lbs. Cory Rishworth went 1-2 on the afternoon.
158 lbs. Vass Eliopolous went 2-2 on the afternoon.
167 lbs. Mark Stuckenbruck debuted at a higher weight class, and
wrestled his way to a 1-2 record.
177 lbs. Jay Bangesh made it to the finals of his class, and ended up
with a second place finish, losing to a Blue Devil.
Other Bantams not to wrestle because of injuries: Andy Goldstien,
iPhil Markert, Tucker MacLean, and Raymond Jones.

IN THE SPIRIT OF THE UN- j
DEFEATED TRINITY WOMEN'S!
BASKETBALL TEAM, NAME THE I
LAST MEN'S SCHOOL TO GO I
THROUGH THE REGULAR SEA-1
SON AND TOURNAMENT UN-j
BEATEN.
SEE "THIS WEEK IN BANTAM
SPORTS" FOR ANSWER

Correction:
Indoor track results were |
| reported incorrectly in last j
week's paper. The correct i
I times and places were:
Men's 400
2. Bill Bartnon 53.92
Men's 500
1. Clyde Ettienne-Modeste j
11:10.61
2. Tom McDavitt 1:11.2

SAUE $$ At The Uiew
2 Cheeseburgers,
1 Large Fries,
1 Pitcher of Red Dog or Icehouse

Ip 1 0 w/ coupon
Save $6.50!
Good noon til 6 pm, expires 6/1/95

Watch UConn Basketball
At The View
$4 Pitchers* During Games
w/ Coupon
*=Mil'sBest.

DAVE SPECTOR '97
Nicknamed "Surfer Dave" by
his teammates because of his California roots, Spector bested his own
school record in the Pole Vault by
clearing 14' 4" in Friday's Indoor
Track meet at Wesleyan. He had I
previously held the record when he j
vaulted 14' 11/4" last season.
Spector won the meet, and has J
already qualified for the Division
IE New England Regional meet at
M.I.T. on February 18th. Ordinarily
the View would give Dave a free
pitcher for his performance, but
like any dedicated Trinity athlete
he must go dry.
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Hoopsters Refuse to Wake From Dream Season
Women Remain Unbeaten
by Smoking Camels

Busy Men Win Three,
Improve Mark to 13-1

BY JON MOSKOWTTZ
Senior Editor

behind the back, dribble,
scoop lay-up, propelling
Trinity to an 11 point lead,
Like the famed Ener- 23-12. With only 5 points
gizer bunny, the Trinity in the final 5:30 of the half
women's basketball team for Connecticut College
finds a way to "keep on and a 12-2 Trinity run togoing, and going, and go- wards the end of the first
ing." Undefeated through half, Trinity entered halfyet another week, the Ban- time leading 35-21.
tams soundly defeated the
The second half did
Connecticut College Cam- not fare much better for
els and the Wesleyan Uni- first year Connecticut
versity Cardinals en route coach Carol Anne Beach,
to a 14-0 record.
a former assistant to TrinOn Saturday, an ity head coach Maureen
undermanned Camel Pine. Trinity opened the
squad (6-9) entered Ray second half on a 25-5 run
Oosting Gymnasium un- over the first nine minutes.
der the leadership of their Toolan scored seven
senior captain and lead- points during the run, but
ing scorer, Bern Macca. the real highlight was the
Macca, averaging 18.3 performanceby freshman
points per game, was all C o l l e e n M c G l y n n .
the offense Connecticut McGlynn, a guard out of
College could muster, as North Reading, MA,
she scofed irof the teams scored 10 points in only
21 first half points.
eleven minutes of play,
Meanwhile, Trinity including a stretch of six
started strong under the straight that extended the
leadership of juniors Kara Bantam's lead to 64-30.
Ryczek and Susan Lally. "McGlynn is just what we
Ryczek's 2 points and 4 need," said co-captain
assists, coupled with Sarmuk. "She goes in with
Lally's 9 points in the first confidence, and, as you
7 minutes of the game, can tell, she's just coming
helped springboard Trin- out of her shell."
ity to a 10-0 run, extendFrom there, Patty
ing the Bantam's lead to Sarmuk '95, Kate McCabe
17-5.
'97, and Amy Rourke '98
Senior co-captain B.J. closed out the scoring givToolan started slowly, but ing Trinity a 74-51 victory.
seemed to elevate her
Toolan finished with
game when she made a a game high 20 points,

BYALCARBONE
Senior Editor

J.J. Toolan glides towards the basket in

BYAN EMERY

Trinity's 74-51 win over Conn, on Saturday.
while Lally and freshman her season total to 70.
Sarah Martin contributed
Earlier in the week,
11 points each. Macca Trinity's defense helped
tossed in 19 points to lead win the game for the Banthe Camels. Connecticut tams on the road against
College was stifled offen- in-state rival Wesleyan.
sively by a stingy Trinity Despite being out redefense that limited the bounded 57-36 and
Camels to 38% shooting outshot 44% to 38% Trinfor the game and forced ity, with 22 steals in the
them into committing 34 game, managed to pull out
turnovers. Eight of those a 70-60 victory over the
turnovers came off steals Cardinals.
please turn to page 16
by Toolan, who increased

into the locker room.
Troy McKelvin '96
scored 15 points in the
Playing its third run, including the last
game in five days. Trin- six points of the half on
ity men's basketball two three-pointers.
In the second half,
coach Stan Ogrodnik
was more concerned that the Bantams, playing
his team would be slug- without Keith Wolff '96,
gish than he was that who had sprained his
ankle after landing
W.P.I.wasranked#10in
the latest NCAA Divi- wrong on a jump shot in
sion III New England the last seconds before
Poll. "After such a tough halftime, shook off their
game against Tufts, and lackluster first half pera game on Monday ver- formance and stepped
sus King's Point, I was up their defensive presconcerned that the guys sure, which resulted in
would be a bit tired on some easy baskets. TrinWednesday." Despite ity opened the second
the fears of the coach, the stanza with a 10-5 run to
Bantams overcame a increase its lead to 46-35
halftime tie and defeated with 15:41 left. With an
the Engineers 78-68. On eleven point lead, the
Bantams then put the
Saturday, after a few
game away in the next
days of rest, Trinity overnext two and a half minwhelmed the Camels
utes. Trinity outscored
from Connecticut Colthe Mariners 15 to 2, as
lege 101-71, and imMark Lotty '96 scored 9
proved their record on
straight points. With
the season to 13-1.
12:59 left in the game,
Monday night, the Trinity held a commandBantams hosted the ing 61-38 lead and
Mariners from the U.S. cruised home with a 90MerchantMarine-King's 61 victory as every
Point. Trinity started off player on the roster saw
slowly, trailing 22-13 action. Senior forward
with 11:04 left in the first Pat Kinzeler led the team
half. However, the Ban- with 16 points and 9
tams responded with a boards, while McKelvin
23-9 run in the remain- added 15 and dished out
ing minutes of the first
please turn to page 16
half to take a 36-31 lead

Men's Squash Excels At Softball; Rank Likely To Improve
BY MARK MENTONE
Sports Editor

for the 1994-95 season, in
order to play the same
game that the rest of the
When the men's world is playing, first-year
squash team had to con- coach Paul Assaiante was
vert from the North concerned about how long
American game to Softball the adjustment would
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Tosh Belsinger '97 smacks a backhand in
his match against Pens on Saturday.

m N
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take. But after jumping
out to a 7-0 start and laying claim to a ranking of
seventh in the nation, the
squad seems to have alleviated its coach's fears.
"The
preseason
rankings could have made
them complacent," said
Assaiante after his players' latest victory, a 7-2
defeat of Franklin &
Marshall on Sunday. "But
they were willing to relearn the game, and have
worked very hard to that
end. If they hadn't been
humble enough to go back
to the drawing board, we
wouldn't have won these
matches."
Trinity won two
matches before the break,
andinitsfirstof the spring
semester,defeatedYalefor
the first time in school history. Two more victories
gave them the numberseven spot in the poll
(squash is Trinity's only
Division I sport), and set
them up for Saturday's
match-up with fourthranked University of
Pennsylvania.
Against the Quakers,

Trinity used its depth to
escape with a 5-4 win. The
five Trinity victories came
from the five-throughnine positions. Number
five Harrison Mullin '95,
number six Steve Gregg
'97, number eight Tosh
Belsinger '97 and number
nine Chris Newton '97 all
swept three games of their
best-of-five matches,
while Adam Beard '95
squeaked by with a 3-2
victory over the number
seven Quaker. "We
played nervously against
Perm—not up to the level
we were capable." said
Assaiante. "Butweplayed
excellently [Sunday]."
Indeed, the Bantams
scored a convincing 7-2
victory over their guests
from Lancaster, PA. According to Assaiante, the
victory was made even
bigger by the fact that
Franklin & Marshall had
beaten Penn earlier in the
season.
Austin Perkins '97,
the number three Bantam,
number four Jon Freeman
'98 and Mullin all claimed
three-game sweeps of

their match, and did so in
impressive fashion. In
addition to Mullin,
Trinity's Gregg, Beard,
Belsinger, and Newton
were able to win their second match of the weekend at the Trinity squash
courts.

tional game (softball), you
have to be willing to work
the point for a long time.
The ball is hard to put
away." But he is not concerned about Bittner's and
O'Connell's
performances. "Our guys up top
are playing people who

Ironically, the team
won both matches despite
not receiving a victory
from either of its top two
players. Number two
Ryan O'Connell '95 was
unable to win a game,
while number one Mike
Bittner '97 dropped an extremely close 3-2 decision
on Saturday before being
swept on Sunday.
"In both matches I
was pretty impatient,"
Bittner said later. "This
game is about patience
and I had none."
Coach Assaiante explained Bittner's self-assessment: "Intheinterna-

have played the international game before," said
Assaiante. "They're taking their lumps, but
they're makingprogress."
The team now embarks on their first long
stretch of road matches.
They travel to Middletown to face Wesleyan
Wednesday night, and
will then take on the
Ephmen of Williams Saturday afternoon. "Our
goal," said Assaiante, "is
to beat Wesleyan and Williams next week so that
we have the possibility of
going to Harvard [on February 11] at 10-0."

